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2 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsmodels: any irrelevance relation that can be represented by either one of the previousmodels can also be represented by an annotated graph, and there are relations that can berepresented by an annotated graph but cannot be represented by either one of the formermodels. The question of whether this new model is powerful enough to represent all theirrelevance relations, as well as some other related questions, is still open.Keywords: irrelevance relation, graphoid, (regular) annotated graph, membership algo-rithm, annotation algorithm1. Introduction1.1. MotivationAny system that reasons about knowledge and beliefs must make use of information aboutdependencies and relevancies. If we have acquired a body of knowledge Z and wish to assessthe truth value of a proposition X , it is important to know whether it would be worthwhile toconsult another proposition Y , which is not in Z. In other words, before we examine Y , weneed to know if its value can potentially generate new information relative to X , informationnot available from Z.Many AI systems approach this problem in ad-hoc ways. These systems, though computa-tionally convenient, are semantically sloppy. They often yield surprising and counterintuitiveconclusions - see [5].The other approach to the problem of dealing with irrelevance, as with any other notioninvolving uncertainty, is to handle it within probability theory, which is an appropriate math-ematical framework. The problem with this approach is that it cures the problem of lack ofsemantics, but introduces computational ine�ciency.The goal of the theory of graphoids is to make probabilistic systems operational by makingrelevance relationships explicit. The theory developed may have some applications to relationaldatabases too. The representation has to be made in a way which will make it easy to identifythe facts which are irrelevant and therefore can be neglected, or, even better, make it easy toidentify the relevant facts, which must be considered.The paper introduces new ways of storing the information included in irrelevance relationsin graphs, via a semantical interpretation of graph's cutsets - to be described in the text. Whilethe size of irrelevance relations is usually exponential in the number of variables involved, thegraphs themselves are polynomial constructs.1.2. OrganizationThe rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present the backgroundneeded for our discussion. The original results of this paper appear in Section 3. Sections 4, 5and 7 contain technical proofs and an example concerning our annotation algorithm. In Section



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 36.1 we show that our results are a proper improvement upon the previous related works. InSection 6.2 we state some open problems which arise from these new results.2. BackgroundAs the subject is relatively new (but developing fast) we will try to make our presentation selfcontained. This section is an introductory section providing the basic de�nitions and prerequi-sites. Readers who have been already exposed to the subject may skip this part and proceeddirectly to Section 3.2.1. GraphoidsThroughout the paper V will denote a �nite non-empty set of attributes. These attributes willbe represented in the sequel by vertices of graphs and will mainly represent random variables.Assuming that X; Y � V the juxtaposition XY will often denote the union X [ Y . Asingleton subset fvg of the set of attributes V will be denoted by v. We will often deal withtriplets (X;Z; Y ) of disjoint subsets of V . The set of all such triplets will be denoted by T (V )and every single such triplet will be called a triplet over V .Let I be a subset of T (V ). We shall sometimes denote the fact that the triplet (X;Z; Y ) is inI by I(X;Z; Y ). A graphoid over V is a set of triplets over V satisfying the following properties.Sometimes we will refer to those properties as axioms.(0) I(;; Z; Y ) Trivial property(1) I(X;Z; Y )) I(Y; Z;X) Symmetry(2) I(X;Z; YW )) I(X;Z; Y ) ^ I(X;Z;W ) Decomposition(3) I(X;Z; YW )) I(X;ZY;W ) Weak Union(4) I(X;ZY;W )^ I(X;Z; Y )) I(X;Z; YW ) Contraction(5) I(X;ZY;W )^ I(X;ZW; Y )) I(X;Z; YW ) IntersectionGiven a subset I of T (V ) the graphoid closure of I , to be denoted by gr (I), is understood tobe the class of all triplets over V that can be derived from triplets in I by consecutive applicationof the graphoid properties. Trivially gr (I) is a graphoid.The relation of conditional relevance with respect to probability theory was de�ned by Lau-ritzen [2]. One can interpret conditional irrelevance as conditional independence. Given a jointprobability distribution P over a (�nite) set of random variables V , the random variables X andY are irrelevant when Z is known if P (x yjz) = P (xjz) � P (yjz) for all possible values x;y; z ofrandom variables X; Y; Z. We will say that a relation I � T (V ) is induced by a distribution Pover V if a triplet (X;Z; Y ) is in I if and only if X;Z and Y satisfy the above relation.The well-known fact [4] is that any relation I induced by a probability distribution satis�esthe properties (0) - (4) above, and if the distribution P is strictly positive then the induced



4 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsi ii iy zx w����@@@@ ����@@@@Figure 1. Non-chordal undirected graph.relation is a graphoid. It has been shown, however, by Studen�y [7] that the above set of axiomsis not complete for relations induced by probabilistic distributions.Remark 2.1. Triplets of the form (;; Z; Y ) and (X;Z; ;) will be called `trivial' and could beomitted throughout the paper. But we decided to incorporate them for the sake of completeness.2.2. Representation by Undirected GraphsConsider an Undirected Graph (UG) as a way of representation of an irrelevance relation I �T (V ). Supposing that G is an UG over V (that is a graph having V as its set of vertices), atriplet (X;Z; Y ) 2 T (V ) is represented in G if every path in G from a vertex in X to a vertexin Y is intercepted by a vertex in Z (or equivalently, the set Z is a cutset between X andY ). Of course, if either X or Y is empty, then no such path exists and the triplet (X;Z; Y ) isrepresented in G trivially. The set of triplets represented in G is denoted by I(G). Considerfor example the graph shown in Figure 1. The two vertices x and z separate between y and wand therefore the triplet (y; xz; w) is represented in the graph. In addition, the vertices y andw separate between x and z and therefore the triplet (x; yw; z) is represented as well. No othertriplet (except for symmetrical images of these two triplets and trivial triplets) is represented inthe graph. ThusI(G) = f (y; xz; w); (x; yw; z)+ their symmetrical images + trivial triplets g :Pearl and Paz [4] gave a characterization of the properties of ternary relations induced byUGs by means of properties of graphoid type. A relation can be represented by an UG if andonly if it satis�es the following mutually independent axioms.



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 5(0) I(;; Z; Y ) Trivial Property(1) I(X;Z; Y )) I(Y; Z;X) Symmetry(2) I(X;Z; YW )) I(X;Z; Y ) ^ I(X;Z;W ) Decomposition(5) I(X;ZY;W )^ I(X;ZW; Y )) I(X;Z; YW ) Intersection(6) I(X;Z; Y )) I(X;ZW; Y ); W � V nXY Z Strong Union(7) I(X;Z; Y )) I(X;Z;w)_ I(w;Z; Y ); w 2 V nXYZ TransitivityRemark 2.2. 1. The symbol w in (7) denotes a singleton element of V .2. The properties above are clearly valid for the set of triplets represented by an UG. Axiom(7) is a contrapositive form of connectedness transitivity, stating that if X is connected toa vertex w and w is connected to Y then X is connected to Y . Axiom (6) states that if Zis a vertex cutset separating X from Y , then adding more vertices W to Z leaves X andY still separated. Axiom (5) states that if X is separated from Y with W removed and Xis separated from W with Y removed, then X must be separated from both Y and W .3. The Strong Union axiom (6) implies with help of (2) the Weak Union axiom (3) fromSection 2.1. Similarly, (5) and (6) imply the Contraction axiom (4) and also the converseof Axiom (2) which is(8) I(X;Z; Y ) ^ I(X;Z;W )) I(X;Z; YW ) Compositionmeaning that I is completely de�ned by the set of triplets (a; Z; b) in which a and b aresingleton elements of V .Since the properties (0), (1), (2), (5), (6), (7) together imply the properties (0), (1), (2), (3),(4), (5) the collection of triplets represented in an UG is a graphoid. On the other hand, thesetwo systems of axioms are not equivalent. Consider, for example, the attribute set V = fa; b; cgand the graphoid I over V consisting of the triplets (a; ;; c); (c; ;; a) and trivial triplets. It doesnot satisfy (6). Note that a similar situation occurs in the well-known example with two coinsand a bell from the book [5]. Therefore, there are graphoids which cannot be induced by UGs.A triplet t over a set of attributes V of the form (a; V n fa; bg; b) where a; b 2 V are distinct,will be called a simple and saturated triplet. If G is an UG over V , then such a triplet isrepresented in G if and only if fa; bg is not an edge in G. The claim below can be proved onbasis of Theorem 3 from [4].Claim 2.1. Let G be an undirected graph over V , M be a graphoid over V . If all simple andsaturated triplets represented in G are in M , then I(G) �M .The advantage of graphs for graphoid representation is evident. The representation of agraph requires a polynomial number of bits in the number of its vertices, but the number oftriplets which can be represented by it is usually exponential.



6 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsi ii i iy zx w u�����@@@@R �����@@@@R -Figure 2. Directed acyclic graph.2.3. Representation by Directed Acyclic GraphsA second way of representing graphoids is by Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs). The de�nitionof the representation of a triplet in such a graph is more complex and it takes into considerationthe possibility of directing the arcs. There are three ways that a pair of arrows may meet at avertex:� tail to tail, x z ! y,� head to tail, x! z ! y,� head to head, x! z  y.De�nition 2.1. 1. Two arrows meeting head to tail, or tail to tail at node u are said to beblocked by a set Z of vertices if u is in Z.2. Two arrows meeting head to head at node u are blocked by Z if neither u nor any of itsdescendants is in Z.3. An undirected path � in a DAG G is said to be d-separated by a subset Z of the verticesif at least one pair of successive arrows along � is blocked by Z.4. Let X; Y and Z be three disjoint sets of vertices in a DAG G. Z is said to d-separate Xfrom Y if all paths between X and Y are d-separated by Z.For example, in the graph shown in Figure 2, the triplet (z; y; x) is represented as the set fygd-separates between the vertices z and x. On the other hand, the triplets (z; w; x) and (z; yu; x)are not represented in the graph.This way of graphoid representation has limitations as well. It has been shown by Pearl andVerma [6] that a necessary (but not su�cient) condition for a graphoid to be induced by a DAGis that it satis�es the following independent properties:



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 7(0) I(;; Z; Y ) Trivial property(1) I(X;Z; Y )) I(Y; Z;X) Symmetry(2a) I(X;Z; YW ), I(X;Z; Y ) ^ I(X;Z;W ) Composition - Decomposition(3) I(X;Z; YW )) I(X;ZY;W ) Weak union(4) I(X;ZY;W ) ^ I(X;Z; Y )) I(X;Z; YW ) Contraction(5) I(X;ZY;W ) ^ I(X;ZW; Y )) I(X;Z; YW ) Intersection(9) I(X;Z; Y ) ^ I(X;Zw; Y )) I(X;Z;w) _ I(w;Z; Y ) Weak transitivity(10) I(x; zw; y) ^ I(z; xy; w)) I(x; z; y) _ I(x;w; y) ChordalityLower case letters stand for singleton elements of V . These properties imply but are not equiva-lent to the graphoid axioms. Therefore, there are graphoids which cannot be induced by DAGs.2.4. Comparison of the Two ApproachesAs we have seen in the previous two sections, both ways of graphoid representation, by UGs andDAGs, have limitation. There are graphoids that cannot be represented by either one of them.Moreover, no one of the two classes of models is stronger than the other. The example of agraphoid mentioned in Section 2.2 (after Remark 2.2) can be represented by a DAG with threevertices a; b; c and arrows from a to b and from c to b. Thus, the triplet (a; ;; c) is represented,but the triplet (a; b; c) is not represented in that DAG. As mentioned before, this graphoidcannot be represented by an UG.On the other hand, the graphoid represented by the diamond shaped graph in Figure 1cannot be represented by a DAG. The graph is non-chordal, and the represented graphoid doesnot satisfy the Chordality axiom (10).2.5. The Chain Graph ModelsA class of models that generalizes both UG models and DAG model, the class of Chain Graph(CG) models, was used by Frydenberg [1]. We shall provide a brief discussion of this approachmodel in Section 6.3. Annotated Graphs3.1. De�nitions and NotationThe following de�nitions will be required in the sequel.An element over a set of attributes V is a couple k = (D(k); R(k)) of disjoint subsets of V ,where D(k) is either the empty set or a two-element subset of V and is called the domain of theelement. The second entry of the element, R(k), is called the range of the element. An elementis degraded if its domain is empty, D(k) = ;, otherwise it is non-degraded . An element is calledvoid if its range is empty, R(k) = ;. The collection of all elements over V will be denoted byE(V ). Supposing that K � E(V ) the symbol R(K) will denote the union SfR(k); k 2 Kg. An



8 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsannotated graph over V is a couple (G;K) where G is an undirected graph over V and K is asubset of E(V ).Let G be an undirected graph over V . By a non-trivial path in G we understand a pathconnecting at least 3 nodes. For a non-empty subset T of V we de�ne the restricted graph ofG to T (or in short the restriction of G to T ) as a graph over T , denoted by GT , whose edgesare determined by the following requirement: (u; v) is an edge in GT if there exists a pathin G between u and v which is outside T n fu; vg (or equivalently through the set of verticesfu; vg [ (V n T )).Remark 3.1. If fu; vg � T is an edge in G, then it forms a (trivial) path between u and v oflength 1 which is evidently outside T n fu; vg, and therefore (u; v) is an edge in GT . But theremay be edges in GT which are not edges in G. Thus, in general, we can only say that the classicinduced subgraph of G for T (usually denoted by GT ) is only a subgraph of the restricted graphGT (nothing more).The signi�cance of the restricted graph is explicated by the following lemma.Lemma 3.1. Let G be an undirected graph over a set of attributes V and let T be a non-emptysubset of V . Then a triplet (X;Z; Y ) over T is represented in G if and only if it is representedin the restricted graph GT .Proof:The set of triplets I over T represented in G satis�es the properties (0); (1); (2); (5); (6); (7).Therefore, I can be perfectly represented by a graph over T (i.e. by a graph representing all thetriplets in I and only those triplets - see Section 2.2). It was shown in [4] that such a graph isuniquely determined by its subset of triplets of the form (a; T n fa; bg; b). It is easy to see and itis left to the reader to show that the triplets of the above form are represented in the restrictedgraph GT if and only if they are represented in G. utLet k 2 E(V ) be an element over V and ; 6= T � V . In case D(k) � T we de�ne therestricted element of k to T (or shortly the restriction of k to T ), denoted by kT , as an elementover T with D(kT ) = D(k) and R(kT ) = R(k) \ T . Given that (G;K) is an annotated graphover V and T is a non-empty subset of V , the restricted annotated graph to T is the graph(GT ; KT ) where KT = fl 2 E(T ); there exists k 2 E(V ) with kT = lg.A nest of undirected graphs is a sequence F1; : : : ; Fn; n � 1 of undirected graphs such thatFi is a subgraph of Fi+1 for i = 1; : : : ; n� 1 .The rest of this paper is devoted to two basic polynomial algorithms and the proof of theircorrectness. The �rst algorithm, the membership algorithm, de�nes the semantics of annotatedgraphs, i.e. a triplet is represented in a given annotated graph if and only if the membershipalgorithm when applied on that graph results in a \yes" answer. It will be assumed howeverthat the annotated graphs processed by the algorithm have certain properties and the annotatedgraphs satisfying those properties will be called regular annotated graphs. It will be shown,in Section 4 that the relations represented in regular annotated graphs via the membership



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 9algorithm are graphoid relations. The second algorithm, the annotation algorithm, creates anannotated graph out of a nest of graphs. It will be shown in Sections 5 and 7 that the resultingannotated graph is regular, and that the graphoid relation represented by it is equal to thegraphoid closure of the relations represented by the individual graphs in the nest. While thealgorithms themselves are quite simple, the proof of their correctness is long and intricate. Wechoose therefore, for the bene�t of the reader, to describe the algorithms �rst and postpone theproofs to the subsequent sections.3.2. Membership AlgorithmAs mentioned in the previous section, the annotated graphs input to the algorithm will beassumed to be \regular". It is not necessary at this point to de�ne the regularity conditions,and we will do this in the sequel. It will also be shown in the sequel that regular annotatedgraphs have the following properties (see Lemma 4.1 in Section 4.1). If (G;K) is a regularannotated graph, then 8k; l 2 K; D(k) \ R(l) 6= ; implies that R(k) � R(l). Furthermore, thebinary relation \�" over K de�ned by l � k if [D(k) \ R(l) 6= ; or k = l] is a partial orderingon K. Before presenting the algorithm itself, we need also the following de�nitions.De�nition 3.1. Suppose that (G;K) is a regular annotated graph, and k; l 2 K. We say thatk dominates l and write l � k or k � l if D(k) \ R(l) 6= ;. Observe that l � k implies l 6= ksince R(k) \D(k) = ; for every element k over V . An element is called a dominant element ofK if there is no element in K which dominates k (equivalently, k is a maximal element of Kwith respect to the partial ordering � mentioned above).Remark 3.2. Note that, it follows from the de�nition, a degraded element cannot dominateanother element, but it can be dominated by other elements. On the other hand, degradedelements may be dominant (this happens when they are not dominated).De�nition 3.2. Let (G;K) be a regular annotated graph with K 6= ;. We say that a sequence! = (k1 : : : ; kn); n � 1 of all elements in K is a scenario for K if the following three conditionshold.(a) Whenever ki � kj then i < j.(b) Every element of K is included in !.(c) Non-degraded elements are not repeated in !.It follows from the above conditions that the �rst element of a scenario for K must be adominant element of K. Note that degraded elements can be repeated in a scenario.



10 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsThe membership algorithm0. Input: (G;K) a regular annotated graph over a �nite non-empty set of vertices V , andt = (X;Z; Y ) a triplet over V .1. Initiation: Construct a scenario ! for K such that every element of K is included in itexactly once, and such that any element l 2 K with R(l) \ XYZ = ; precedes in ! allelements k 2 K with R(k) \ XY Z 6= ;. f This is possible due to the fact that � is apartial ordering and R(l) \XY Z = ; 6= R(k) \XY Z implies that :f k � l g as otherwiseR(k) � R(l) : g2. Deletion: Remove from K all elements r 2 K with R(r) \ XY Z 6= ; and at the sametime cancel those elements in !. f Thus, ! is shortened by cutting o� all elements in thesequence after the last element l 2 K with R(l) \XYZ = ; : g3. Testing: If K is empty, then test whether t is represented in the resulting undirected graphand halt with \yes" or \no", depending on the result of the test.4. Processing: K is not empty. Pick the �rst element p 2 K in ! f p is a dominant element gand perform the following 3 steps. Let us put S = R(p).4.1 Degradation: For every non-degraded element s 2 K such that there exists a non-trivial path in G between the nodes of D(s) through D(s)[SnR(s), replace the elements = (D(s); R(s)) by its degraded version (;; R(s)) both in K and !. If ~s = (;; R(s))was already in K before Step 4.1, just remove s from K and degrade it in !. f Thisstep may result in repetition of degraded elements in ! even though such repetitionis not possible in the set K. g4.2 Restriction: Replace the annotated graph by its restriction to V n S and at the sametime replace in ! every element by its restriction to V n S. f Note that in this stepthe processed element p is changed into an void element. g4.3 Reduction: For every non-degraded void element l in K (i.e. whenever R(l) = ; 6=D(l)) remove the edge connecting the vertices in D(l) from the graph G, if such anedge exists. Then remove all void elements (including degraded ones) from K andcancel them in !. f The processed element p 2 K is deleted in this step. After thisstep all the elements in K have non-empty range. g5. Go to 3.3.3. Annotation AlgorithmLet G be an undirected graph over V and let k = (fa; bg; U) be a non-degraded element overV . The symbol �(a; bjUkG) will denote the set of all vertices y 2 V n fa; bg such that for bothx 2 fa; bg, there is a path in G between x and y through fxg [ U . The basis of the annotationalgorithm is the following annotation procedure.



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 11f f fF1 : b a c������ f f f fF2 :d b a c@@@ ��������� f ff f fF3 :d be a c���@@@ ���@@@HHHHHH������Figure 3. A nest of UGs.De�nition 3.3. Let (H;L) be an annotated graph over V with no degraded element. Let Fbe an undirected graph over V [ B, where V \ B = ;, such that H is a subgraph of F . Theannotated graph (G;K) over V [B denoted by Annot ((H;L) : F ) is de�ned as follows. f Recallthat degraded elements are elements of the form (;; U), where U � V :gA1. G is derived from F by removing from F all edges (u; v) such that u; v 2 V; (u; v) is notan edge in H and �(u; vjBkF ) = ;. Set K = ;.A2. Insert 'new' elements in K as follows: for every pair of vertices u; v 2 V; u 6= v, such that(u; v) is not an edge in H and U = �(u; vjBkF ) 6= ;, create a (non-degraded) element(fu; vg; U) and insert it into K.A3. Add toK elements created from elements in L by 'expanding' as follows. For every element(fu; vg;W ) 2 L add to K the expanded element (fu; vg; T) where T = �(u; vjW [ BkF ).f Note that in standard case of a regular annotated graph (H;L) it holds W � T andtherefore we are entitled to say that (fu; vg;W ) is expanded into (fu; vg; T). gThe annotation algorithmInput: A nest of undirected graphs F1; F2 : : : ; Fn, n � 1.Start from (G1; K1) with G1 = F1 and K1 = ;.Construct (Gi; Ki) = Annot((Gi�1; Ki�1) : Fi) for i = 2; : : : ; n.Output: (G;K) = (Gn; Kn).As mentioned before, it will be shown in the sequel that the annotated graphs, obtained bythe annotation algorithm, are regular, that the relations represented (via the membership algo-rithm) by regular annotated graphs are graphoid relations and that the graphoid closure of therelations represented by the individual UG's in a nest of UG' s is identical to the graphoid rela-tion represented by the regular annotated graph derived from the given nest by the annotationalgorithm. We will also show that not every regular annotated graph representing a graphoidrelation can be derived from a nest of UG's.3.4. ExampleConsider the nest of UG's given in Figure 3. Every Fi in the nest is a subgraph of Fi+1; i = 1; 2 asrequested. Applying the annotation algorithm to the above graphs, we get (Ki is the annotationof Gi):



12 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsf f f fG2 : d b a c@@@ ���������Figure 4. The second iteration of the annotation algorithm.� First iteration (G1; K1) with G1 = F1 and K1 = ;.� Second iteration (G2; K2) with G2 as in Figure 4 and K2 = f(fa; bg; fdg)g. The edge (a; c)is removed from F2 to get G2 since �(a; cjfdgkF2) = ; (Step A1), the element (fa; bg; fdg)is added to K2 since �(a; bjfdgjF2) = fdg (Step A2).� Third iteration (G3; K3) with G3 = F3 andK3 = f (fa; bg; fd; eg); (fa; cg; feg); (fc; dg; feg) g :No pair (u; v) such that (u; v) is an edge in F3 but not in G2 satis�es �(u; vjfegkF3) = ;,and therefore no edge is removed from F3 in order to get G3. Since �(a; cjfegkF3) = fegand �(c; djfegkF3) = feg the elements (fa; cg; feg) and (fc; dg; feg) are added to K3(Step A2). Moreover, �(a; bjfd; egkF3) = fd; eg and therefore the element (fa; bg; fdg) ofK2 is expanded into the element (fa; bg; fd; eg) in K3 (Step A3).Notice that, in K3, the element (fc; dg; feg) dominates the element (fa; bg; fd; eg). Thus,the only dominant elements of K3 are (fa; cg; feg) and (fc; dg; feg). Suppose we want to testwhether the triplet (a; bd; c) is represented in (G3; K3) then we go through the following stepsof the membership algorithm:� ! = (fa; cg; feg); (fc; dg; feg); (fa; bg; fd; eg) (Step 1 - Initiation).� Remove the element (fa; bg; fd; eg) from K3 and from ! (Step 2 - Deletion).� The condition of Step 3 does not hold, as K3 6= ;.� Process the element (fa; cg; feg) (Step 4).4.1 Does not apply.4.2 The graph G3 is changed into the complete graph G03 over fa; b; c; dg and the rangesof both remaining elements are set to ;. Thus, the next iteration is (G03; K 03) withK03 = f (fa; cg; ;); (fc; dg; ;) g:4.3 The edges (a; c) and (c; d) are now removed from G03 which is then transformed intoG003 = G2. All elements are removed from K03 to get K 003 = ; and cancelled in thescenario.� Returning to Step 3 we �nd that the triplet (a; bd; c) is represented in G003 = G2 so thatthe algorithm halts with a \yes" answer.



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 13Notice that the given triplet is not represented in any of the individual UG's in the originalnest, but as a result of the \yes" answer given by the membership algorithm, we know that it isrepresented in the graphoid closure of the relations represented by F1; F2 and F3.Remark 3.3. The reader can verify that the graphoid represented by the annotated graph(G3; K3) cannot be represented by an UG or a DAG since axioms (6) and (9) are not ful�lled.Another example of such an annotated graph will be given in Section 5.3.4. ProofsAs mentioned earlier, this section of the paper is devoted to proofs. The order of the proofsdoes not follow the order of the exposition, and the most complex parts are postponed toSection 7. We provide �rst the de�nition of regularity for annotated graph, then we show thatregular annotated graphs represent graphoids and can be tested, polynomially, for membershipof individual triplets.4.1. Regular Annotated GraphsThe concept of annotated graphs introduced in the previous section is too general. In fact, wewill restrict our attention to a special class of annotated graphs, which satisfy certain regularityconditions. The conditions seem technical at �rst sight, but they express important generalproperties shared by the annotated graphs we deal with.De�nition 4.1. Suppose that (G;K) is an annotated graph over V . We say that an edge (u; v)in (G;K) is K-durable (or simply durable) if there is no element in K whose domain is fu; vg.We say that an annotated graph (G;K) is regular if it satis�es the following three conditions.(R1) 8k 2 K; 8u 2 R(k); 8v 2 D(k),there exists a path in G between u and v through fvg[R(k) composed of K-durable edgeswhich is completely outside R(Ku) where Ku = fl 2 K; u =2 R(l)g.(R2) 8k; l 2 K such that D(k) = D(l) 6= ; there exists q 2 K with D(q) = D(k) andR(q) = R(k) [R(l).(R3) 8k; l 2 K; 8 path w1; : : : ; wn; n � 2 in G through fw1; wng [ R(k) such that w1 2R(l) nR(k), wn 2 V n R(k), and (w1; wn) is not a K-durable edge in G, there are indices1 � i < j � n and q 2 K such that D(q) = fwi; wjg and fwh : i < h < jg � R(q).Remark 4.1. The condition requiring that (w1; wn) is not a K-durable edge means that either(w1; wn) is not an edge or, if it is, there is an element r 2 K such that D(r) = fw1; wng.The conditions (R1), (R2), (R3) are independent of each other. For example, to show that(R1) (R2) 6) (R3) consider the annotated graph in Figure 5, to show that (R1) (R3) 6) (R2)take the annotated graph in Figure 6, and to show that (R2) (R3) 6) (R1) use the annotatedgraph in Figure 7.
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hh hh hG : ab cd e@@@��� K : (fa; bg; fdg)(fa; bg; fc; dg)Figure 5. Annotated graph without (R3) property.

hh hhG : ab cd@@@��� K : (fa; bg; fcg)(fa; bg; fdg)Figure 6. Annotated graph without (R2) property.
hh hG : ab c K : (fa; bg; fcg)Figure 7. Annotated graph without (R1) property.



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 15Lemma 4.1. Let (G;K) be an annotated graph satisfying (R1). Then(R4) 8k; l 2 K D(k) \R(l) 6= ; implies that R(k) � R(l).Furthermore, the binary relation � over K de�ned by l � k if [D(k) \ R(l) 6= ; or k = l] is apartial ordering on K. Notice that l � k implies R(k) � R(l).Proof:Assume that k; l 2 K;D(k) \ R(l) 6= ;. Since D(k) \ R(k) = ; one has ; 6= D(k) \ R(l) �R(l)nR(k) and to showR(k) � R(l) it remains to verify R(k) � R(l). Suppose for a contradictionthat R(k)nR(l) 6= ;. Then choose u 2 R(k)nR(l), v 2 D(k)\R(l) and apply (R1) to �nd a pathbetween u and v outside R(Ku). Since u =2 R(l) it should be outside R(l), but v, its last node,is in R(l) by our assumption which is a contradiction. Thus, (R4) was veri�ed and l � k impliesR(k) � R(l). Evidently, the relation � is reexive. To verify that it is antisymmetric, considerk; l 2 K such that l � k and k 6= l. Then D(k) \ R(l) 6= ; implies by (R4) that R(k) � R(l).Thus, R(l) n R(k) 6= ; forces that :(k � l). To prove transitivity consider k; l; s 2 K withs � l � k. We must show that s � k. But s � l implies R(l) � R(s) which together withD(k) \ R(l) 6= ; means that D(k) \R(s) 6= ;, what is needed. utThe following lemma deals with the concept of dominance introduced in De�nition 3.1.Lemma 4.2. Let (G;K) be an annotated graph satisfying (R2) and (R3). Suppose that p; s 2 Kare given such that p is a dominant element of K and s dominates some element of K (no matterwhich one). Then there exists q 2 K with D(q) = D(s); R(s) � R(q) and there is no non-trivialpath in G between the nodes of D(q) through D(q) [R(p) nR(q).Proof:Clearly s is a non-degraded element. Put K� = fr 2 K; D(r) = D(s)g. Since K� is �niteand non-empty (s 2 K�) by consecutive application of (R2) �nd q 2 K� with R(q) = R(K�).Therefore R(s) � R(q). Suppose by contradiction that there exists a path w1; :::; wn, n � 3in G between the nodes of D(q) = fw1; wng through D(q) [ (R(p) n R(q)). Since s 2 Kdominates some l 2 K, we can assume, without loss of generality, that w1 2 R(l) n R(p) andwn 2 V n R(p) (note that D(q) \ R(p) = ; since p is a dominant element of K). Then onecan use (R3) to �nd k 2 K with D(k) = fwi; wjg and fwh; i < h < jg � R(k) for some1 � i < j � n. Since p is a dominant element, we have that i = 1 and j = n necessarily. Thusk 2 K� and ; 6= fw2; :::; wn�1g � R(k) � R(K�) = R(q). This contradicts the assumption thatfw2; :::; wn�1g � R(p) nR(q). ut4.2. Properties of the Membership AlgorithmWe refer now to the algorithm presented in Section 3.2. We will show that the algorithmpreserves the regularity of the annotated graphs from iteration to iteration. In the initiationstep and before the �rst iteration the elements in the set K at input are ordered into a specialsequence called scenario. After this sequence is set, it becomes a free parameter of the algorithm



16 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsand the algorithm becomes fully deterministic. No further free choices are allowed in subsequentiterations, and the sequence of elements constructed at initiation is no longer dependent on thetested triplet t.We would like to mention here that the formulation of the algorithm as given in Section3.2 renders the algorithm more complex than necessary. This formulation is needed in order tosimplify some of the proofs. Some modi�cations, rendering the algorithm more e�cient, will beshown in the sequel. Let us add a few remarks concerning the given de�nition of the algorithm.1. Notice that the processing of an element p 2 K in Step 4 may also eliminate other elementsof K.2. Notice that all parts of Step 4 depend on S = R(p) only! It is immaterial whether p isdegraded or not. In fact, for every regular annotated graph (G;K) over V and every setS � V with D(k) \ S = ; for every k 2 K, the concept of processing of the set S can beintroduced. This means that the Steps 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 are performed while the operationswith ! are ignored. This formal point of view will be useful later.3. The reader may consider it superuous to construct a scenario consisting of all elementsof K, in Step 1, since the end part of that sequence is immediately cut o� in Step 2. Thesuitability of this formal step will also become clear in the sequel (proof of Theorem 4.2).Observation 4.1. After every step of the membership algorithm, (G;K) is an annotated graphand ! satis�es the �rst two conditions in the de�nition of a scenario.Proof:The only doubts can occur in the restriction step 4.2. But, since p was a dominant elementof K before this step (in fact, p was a dominant triplet of K already before the degradationstep 4.1 and degradation preserves that situation), we know that the set V n R(p) includes alldomains of elements in K before restriction. Therefore, for arbitrary l; s 2 K we know thatlV nR(p) dominates sV nR(p) if and only if l dominates s, and the obtained sequence ! of restrictedelements will satisfy the conditions (a) and (b) in the de�nition of the scenario. utObservation 4.2. If a triplet ~t over the set of vertices of the last iteration is already repre-sented in an iteration (G;K; !) of the membership algorithm (that means ~t is represented in theundirected graph G generated at that iteration), then it is represented in its last iteration, too.Proof:The undirected graph is changed only in Steps 4.2 and 4.3 of the algorithm. By Lemma 3.1 therestriction step 4.2 preserves representation of a triplet ~t = ( ~X; ~Z; ~Y ) with ~X ~Y ~Z � V n R(p).In the reduction step 4.3 only some edges can be possibly removed from the undirected graph.This change also preserves representation of a triplet in the graph. utRemark 4.2. It follows from the previous observation that we can make the membership algo-rithm more e�cient by modifying Step 3 as follows:3. Testing (modi�ed): Test whether the triplet t is represented in G. If the answer is \yes",then stop. Otherwise continue untill K is empty.



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 174.3. Basic ResultsLemma 4.3. After every step of the membership algorithm, (G;K) is a regular annotated graphand ! is a scenario for K.Proof:Evidently, the described situation holds after Step 1. We need to show that the situation ispreserved during Steps 2 and 4. Owing to Observation 4.1, we have only to show that (R1),(R2), (R3) are preserved and that non-degraded elements are not repeated in the sequence !,after those steps.Now the deletion step 2 represents only the removal of an element r 2 K with R(r)\XYZ 6=;, the undirected graph G is not changed. To verify (R1) assume that after the deletion (= Step2), one has k 2 K; u 2 R(k) and v 2 D(k), for some k; u v. Then this was also the case before thedeletion. Based on condition (R1) we know that the vertices u and v were connected by a paththrough fvg [R(k) made of K-durable edges outside of R(Ku) (before the deletion step). Butdurable edges, before the deletion remain durable after it, while R(Ku) can only be decreased.Therefore, the condition described in (R1) remains valid after the deletion step 2.To verify (R2), we notice that if k; l 2 K with D(k) = D(l) 6= ; after the deletion step,then the same holds before deletion. Therefore an element q 2 K such that D(q) = D(k) andR(q) = R(k) [ R(l) was present in K before deletion (by (R2)). Now, both R(k) and R(l) donot intersect XY Z and therefore R(q) \XY Z = ; implying that q remains in K after Step 2.To verify (R3) suppose that the premises of (R3) are satis�ed after the deletion step 2 (seethe formulation of (R3)). One can verify that the premises of (R3) are valid also before deletion,implying the existence of q 2 K such that D(q) = fwi; wjg and fwh; i < h < jg � R(q) for some1 � i < j � n (where w1; :::; wn is the assumed path). If k; l 2 K were the assumed elementsbefore deletion, then one has either D(q) \R(l) 6= ; (in case i = 1) or D(q)\R(k) 6= ; (in case2 � i). Hence, by Lemma 4.1 (property (R4)) one can derive that R(q) � R(k)[R(l) was validbefore the deletion step. Since both R(k) and R(l) do not intersect XY Z, q is preserved in Kduring Step 2.Evidently, Step 2 does not create repetitions of elements.Suppose that in Step 4 an element p 2 K, which is a dominant element of K, is processed.Then Step 4.1 degrades only some non-degraded elements s 2 K, namely those for which thereexists a non-trivial path in G between nodes ofD(s) throughD(s)[(R(p)nR(s)). The undirectedgraph G is unchanged.The veri�cation of (R1) after the degradation Step 4.1 can be made in a similar way as itwas made in the case of the deletion Step 2: durable edges before degradation remain durableafter degradation and R(Ku) is unchanged for every node u.To verify (R2) suppose that one has k; l 2 K with D(k) = D(l) 6= ; after degradation.Then the same situation occurs before degradation, and one can �nd q 2 K with D(q) = D(k)and R(q) = R(k) [ R(l) (before degradation). Suppose for a contradiction that q is degradedduring Step 4.1, which means that there was a non-trivial path in G between the nodes of



18 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsD(q) = D(k) through D(q) [ (R(p) n R(q)). Since R(k) � R(q), the path also went throughD(k) [ (R(p) nR(k)), what contradicts the assumption that k is a non-degraded element afterthe degradation step 4.1. Thus, q can not be changed during degradation.To verify (R3), suppose that its premises are satis�ed after the degradation step 4.1 withrespect to (possibly degraded) elements ~k; ~l 2 K. Then the premises of (R3) were also satis�edbefore degradation and with respect to the original versions k; l 2 K (one has either ~k = k or ~kis a degraded version of a non-degraded element k, similarly for l and ~l). Thus, (R3) guaranteesthat a non-degraded element s 2 K with D(s) = fwi; wjg and fwh; i < h < jg � R(s) for some1 � i < j � n can be found (w1; : : : ; wn is the assumed path - see the formulation of (R3)). Now,one can see that s dominates either k or l, before degradation (one can repeat the argumentswe used when we veri�ed that (R3) is preserved during Step 2). Thus, the assumptions ofLemma 4.2 for p; s 2 K were ful�lled before degradation implying the existence of q 2 K withD(q) = D(s); R(s) � R(q) such that q is not degraded during Step 4.1. Thus, q 2 K satis�esboth D(q) = fwi; wjg and fwh; i < h < jg � R(q) and is preserved during the degradation step.Evidently, Step 4.1 does not create repetition of non-degraded elements in !.The restriction step 4.2 (with respect to a dominant element p 2 K) represents the restrictionof the undirected graph G to V nR(p) and replacement of every element k 2 K by its restrictionkV nR(p).To verify the validity of (R1) suppose that we have, after Step 4.2, a restricted element~k 2 KV nR(p), u 2 R(~k) and v 2 D(~k). Then before restriction there was k 2 K such thatkV nR(p) = ~k with u 2 R(k) n R(p), v 2 D(k) � V n R(p). By the property (R1) we were ableto �nd a path between u and v in G through fvg [ R(k) composed of K-durable edges whichis outside R(Ku). Since u 62 R(p), one has that R(p) � R(Ku) and all the paths belong toV nR(p). Therefore, the path is also a path in the restricted graph GV nR(p) through fvg[R(~k).Moreover, as the domains of elements were not changed by the restriction step, durable edgesin V n R(p) remain durable. Also R(Ku) was only diminished during this step. Therefore theproperty (R1) remains valid also after Step 4.2.To verify (R2), suppose that after restriction we have two restricted elements ~k; ~l 2 KV nR(p)withD(~k) = D(~l) 6= ;. Then there exist k; l 2 K with ~k = kV nR(p) and ~l = lV nR(p). Since D(k) =D(l) 6= ;, we can �nd by (R2) an element q 2 K with D(q) = D(k) and R(q) = R(k) [ R(l).But the restriction of q to V nR(p) results in an element ~q with R(~q) = R(~k) [R(~l).To verify (R3), suppose that the premises of (R3) are satis�ed after Step 4.2, that is we havetwo restricted elements ~k; ~l and a path w1; :::; wn; n � 2 in the restricted graph GV nR(p) fromw1 2 R(~l) nR(~k) to wn 2 V n (R(p) [R(~k)) through fw1; wng [R(~k) such that either fw1; wngis not an edge in GV nR(p), or there exists a restricted element ~r with D(~r) = fw1; wng. Letk; l 2 K be two elements of K (before restriction), such that ~k = kV nR(p) and ~l = lV nR(p). Onemust consider two subcases.� If the whole path w1 : : : ; wn consists of edges in the original graph G, then one can verifythat the premises of (R3) for k; l and w1; :::; wn are satis�ed before Step 4.2 and �ndby the application of (R3) the required q 2 K (see the formulation of (R3)). Then the



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 19corresponding restricted element qV nR(p) is the desired element verifying (R3) after Step4.2.� On the other hand, if (wi; wi+1) is not an edge in G for some 1 � i � n � 1, then bythe de�nition of the restricted graph, there exists a path u1; :::; uh; h � 3 in G betweenu1 = wi and uh = wi+1 through fu1; uhg [ R(p). Moreover, u1 = wi either belongs toR(l) n R(p) (if i = 1) or to R(k) n R(p) (if 2 � i � n � 1). Thus, one can apply (R3)either to the couple p; l 2 K and u1; :::; uh or to the couple p; k 2 K and u1; :::; uh to �ndq 2 K with D(q) = fui� ; uj�g for some 1 � i� < j� � h. Since p is a dominant elementof K, necessarily i� = 1 and j� = h. Therefore, D(q) = fu1; uhg = fwi; wi+1g. Then thecorresponding restricted element qV nR(p) is the desired element verifying (R3) for w1; :::; wnwith j = i+ 1.This completes the veri�cation of (R3).To show that non-degraded elements are not duplicated in ! after the restriction step 4.2,suppose for a contradiction that there are di�erent non-degraded elements k; l 2 K (before Step4.2) whose restrictions to V nR(p) coincide, i.e., kV nR(p) = lV nR(p). Thus, consider the situationbefore the restriction step and putK� = f s 2 K; D(s) = D(k) and R(s) nR(p) = R(k) nR(p) gEvidently, k; l 2 K� and, by consecutive application of (R2), we can �nd q 2 K withD(q) = D(k)and R(q) = R(K�). Clearly, q 2 K�. Since k and l di�er but can be interchanged, onecan assume, without loss of generality, that R(l) n R(k) 6= ; and one can �nd and �x someu 2 R(q) nR(k).Now, for both v1; v2 2 D(q) = D(k) one can �nd by (R1) (for q) a path in G between u andvi (i = 1; 2) through fvig [ R(q) which is outside R(k) (since k 2 Ku!). However, such a pathmust pass through fvig [ R(p) (since q 2 K� implies that R(q) n R(p) � R(k)). So, for bothvi 2 D(q) (i = 1; 2) there exists a path in G between u and vi through fvig[(R(p)nR(k)). Thesetwo paths can be joined and possibly shortened to obtain a non-trivial path in G between nodesof D(k) = D(q) through D(k) [ (R(p) n R(k)). This situation occurs before Step 4.2, that isafter Step 4.1. One can easily see that such a path in G exists also before Step 4.1 which impliesthat k was necessarily degraded in the degradation Step 4.1 which contradicts the assumption.The reduction Step 4.3 represents the removal of void elements from K and in G the removalof edges which are possibly domains of those removed elements.To verify validity of (R1), suppose that k 2 K; u 2 R(k); v 2 D(k) after reduction. Thenthis is the case also before the reduction, and by (R1) one can �nd a corresponding path in Gmade of K-durable edges which is outside R(Ku) (before reduction). As Step 4.3 removes onlynon-durable edges, the path will remain in the graph after the reduction. Since K was reduced,durable edges remain durable and R(Ku) is unchanged during Step 4.3. Therefore, the property(R1) holds also after the reduction step.To verify (R2) suppose, that after reduction, there are two elements k; l 2 K with D(k) =D(l) 6= ;. Then this situation was present also before the reduction and, by property (R2), one



20 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphscan �nd q 2 K with D(q) = D(k) and R(q) = R(k)[R(l). Now R(k) 6= ; implies that R(q) 6= ;and q is saved during the reduction step.To verify the validity of (R3), assume that the premises of (R3) are satis�ed after thereduction step 4.3 (see the formulation of (R3)). To check that they are also satis�ed beforethe reduction, notice that the only disputable case is that where (w1; wn) is not an edge afterStep 4.3, although it is an edge before the reduction. Necessarily, fw1; wng is a domain of anon-degraded void element before reduction. Thus, by property (R3), applied before reduction,we can �nd q 2 K with D(q) = fwi; wjg and fwh; i < h < jg � R(q) for some 1 � i < j � n.The case R(q) = ; requires that j = i + 1 and the edge (wi; wi+1) has to be removed duringreduction contrary to our assumption that the path w1; :::; wn exists in the graph after it. So,necessarily q is saved during Step 4.3.Evidently, Step 4.3 does not create duplication of elements in !. utIn fact, we have shown in the previous proof that the regularity conditions (R1), (R2), (R3)are saved during processing of the set S = R(p) for a dominant element p 2 K. Since processingof the empty set makes no change (except Step 4.3) one can conclude the following.Consequence 4.1. Let (G;K) be a regular annotated graph over V . If S = ; or S = R(p) fora dominant element p 2 K, then the processing of S results in a regular annotated graph overV n S.Lemma 4.4. Let (G;K) be a regular annotated graph, p; q; r 2 K where p; q are dominantelements of K;R(r)� R(p)[R(q); u; v 2 V nR(r); u 6= v such that fu; vg \ (R(p)[R(q)) 6= ;.If (u; v) is an edge in GV nR(r), then (u; v) is an edge in G.Proof:Without loss of generality suppose that u 2 R(q) (otherwise one can interchange u and v and alsointerchange p and q). By the de�nition of GV nR(r) there exists a path w1 : : : ; wn, n � 2 in G withu = w1, v = wn through fw1; wng [ R(r). Suppose, by contradiction, that (u; v) = (w1; wn) isnot an edge in G and, by application of (R3) (for l = q; k = r), �nd s 2 K with D(s) = fwi; wjgfor some 1 � i < j � n. Since i � n� 1, one has wi 2 R(q) [R(r) � R(p) [ R(q). This impliesthat s dominates either p or q, which contradicts the assumption that p and q are dominant.Thus, necessarily, (u; v) is an edge in G. utLemma 4.5. Let (G;K) be a regular annotated graph and !1; !2 two scenarios for K whichdi�er only in the order of the �rst two elements p; q 2 K, that is:!1 : p; q; s1; :::; sn and !2 : q; p; s1; :::; sn ; n � 0:(it is understood that if n = 0 then no element of K succeeds p and q both in !1 and in!2). Then the application of two iterations of the membership algorithm to (G;K; !1) and to(G;K; !2) results in the same intermediary output (G�; K�; !�).



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 21Proof:We need to show that after the processing of p and q the resulting annotated graph (G�; K�)is the same for both !1 and !2: The fact that the resulting scenario !� coincides is evident, asthe mutual order of the remaining elements is not changed, with some of the elements possiblydegraded, restricted or removed.If the processing of p and q are performed on !1, then we must consider the followingconsecutive six steps: degradation for p, restriction for p, reduction (for p), degradation forqV nR(p), restriction for qV nR(p), reduction (for qV nR(p)).Note that if R(q) � R(p) then the last 3 steps do not apply since the element qV nR(p) isalready cancelled in the reduction step (for p). Similarly, if the iterations are performed on !2we must consider the six steps derived from the above six steps when p is interchanged with q.Evidently, with both !1 and !2 the set of nodes of the resulting graph after the processing of pand q is V n (R(p)[ R(q)).We prove �rst that the resulting set of elements K� is identical with both !1 and !2. Dueto symmetry between !1 and !2, it su�ces to show that if an element k is degraded or removedwith !1, then it is degraded or removed with !2 correspondingly. Notice that, owing to the factthat p; q are dominant, one has D(k) \R(p) = ; = D(k) \R(q). We distinguish 3 cases:(i) If k is removed (with !1) in one of the 2 reduction steps, then necessarily R(k) � R(p)[R(q).Then k is removed also with !2 as well, in one of the two reduction steps.Assume now that k is not removed. Then(ii) If k is degraded (with !1) in the degradation step for p, then there exists a non-trivialpath � in G between nodes of D(k) through D(k) [ (R(p) n R(k)). Supposing that � isthrough D(k) [R(q) the element k is also degraded (with !2) in the degradation step forq. Otherwise � contains a node from R(p) n (R(k) [ R(q)), and during the restriction toV nR(q) (with !2) it is shortened to a non-trivial path in GV nR(q) between nodes ofD(k) =D(kV nR(q)) through D(k) [ R(p) n (R(k) [R(q)) = D(kV nR(q)) [R(pV nR(q)) nR(kV nR(q)).Therefore kV nR(q) is degraded (with !2) in the degradation step for pV nR(q).(iii) If k is degraded (with !1) in the degradation step for qV nR(p), then there exists a non-trivialpath � in GV nR(p) between nodes of D(k) through D(k) [ R(q) n (R(k) [ R(p)) . Sincefor every edge (u; v) of � one has fu; vg \ R(q) 6= ;, one can use Lemma 4.4 (for r = p)to show that � is a path in G. Thus, � is a path in G between nodes of D(k) throughD(k)[ (R(q) nR(k)) and the element k is degraded in the degradation step for q with !2.So, an element k 2 K is removed with !1 i� it is removed with !2 and similarly for degradation.But, if k is not removed, then k or its degraded version is restricted to V n (R(p) [ R(q)).Therefore, the obtained set of elements K� is the same with both !1 and !2.In the second part of the proof, we will verify that the resulting undirected graph G� overV n (R(p)[R(q)) is the same with both !1 and !2. Thus, suppose that u; v 2 V n (R(p)[R(q)),u 6= v. We distinguish between 4 cases (which are symmetric with respect to p and q) and show,say with !1, that in two of the cases, necessarily (u; v) is an edge in G� and in remaining two



22 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphscases, necessarily (u; v) is not an edge in G�. Since the cases are symmetric with respect to pand q, the same conclusions will be obtained with !2.Set E = fl 2 K; D(l) = fu; vg and R(l) � R(p)[R(q) g. Let P denote the collection of allpaths in G between u and v through fu; vg [R(p) [R(q). The 4 cases are considered below.(a) Assume that P = ;. Then (u; v) is not an edge in G�.Indeed (with !1): Suppose for a contradicition that (u; v) is an edge in G�. Since (u; v) is notan edge in G, it must have been created as an edge in one of the restriction steps. Owing to theassumption (P = ;) it could not have been created (with !1) during restriction for p. Thus, itwas created during restriction for ~q = qV nR(p). Thus, before its creation there was a path � (inthe corresponding undirected graph) between u and v through fu; vg [ R(~q). The same path� occurs evidently after restriction for p. Hence, before restriction for p there was a path �0between u and v through fu; vg[R(p)[R(q). This path �0 evidently occurs before degradationfor p contradicting our assumption that P = ;.(b) Assume that P 6= ; and E = ;. Then (u; v) is an edge in G�.Indeed (with !1): Since P 6= ; before degradation for p there was a path � between u and vthrough fu; vg[R(p)[R(q). This path exists also after the degradation and during restrictionfor p it is shortened to a path �0 between u and v through fu; vg[R(~q) where ~q = qV nR(p). Thispath �0 could be disconnected during reduction (for p) only if one of its edges is a domain of anelement s 2 K with R(s) � R(p). This is impossible if �0 contains a node of R(~q) (otherwises dominates q). Moreover, if �0 consists of the edge (u; v) then this is also impossible since weassume that E = ;. Thus, �0 exists also after degradation for ~q and during restriction for ~qit is shortened to the edge (u; v). The edge (u; v) cannot be recancelled during reduction (for~q) since otherwise one derives that before degradation for p there was an element s 2 K withD(s) = fu; vg and R(s) � R(p) [ R(q) contradicting our assumption that E = ;.In the next two cases assume that E 6= ; and denote T = SfR(l); l 2 Eg. Evidently, T �R(p) [ R(q) and by consecutive application of (R2) one can show that there exists k 2 E withR(k) = T , and we will restrict our attention to this element k.(c) Assume that P 6= ; 6= E and every path from P is through fu; vg [ T . Then (u; v) is notan edge in G�.Indeed (with !1): We distinguish two subcases.(c1) T nR(p) 6= ;.Of course, k was an element in the corresponding annotated graph before degradationfor p. It follows from the assumption (c) that k is not degraded during the processingof p. Thus, k is restricted in the restriction step for p to ~k = kV nR(p). Owing to (c1) ~kremains an element also after reduction (for p). To show that ~k persists unchanged alsoafter degradation for ~q = qV nR(p) suppose, for a contradiction, that before degradation for~q there was (in the corresponding undirected graph) a non-trivial path � between u andv through fu; vg [ R(~q) outside R(~k) = T n R(p) . Evidently, � was in the graph also



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 23before reduction for p. To show that � existed also before restriction for p one can useLemma 4.4 (with r = p): every edge of � hits R(q). Hence, � existed in the graph alsobefore degradation for p, contradicting our assumption (c). Thus, necessarily, ~k remainsa non-degraded element and during restriction for ~q it is changed into an element withempty range (recall that T � R(p)[R(q)). Therefore, during reduction (for ~q) the possibleedge fu; vg is cancelled.(c2) T � R(p).By the same arguments as in (c1) one derives that k remains a non-degraded element afterdegradation for p. The di�erence is that during restriction for p it is directly restrictedto an void element. This implies that after reduction (for p), (u; v) is not an edge in thecorresponding graph. This remains evidently true also after degradation for ~q = qV nR(p).Suppose by contradiction, that after restriction for ~q it is again an edge. That means thatbefore the restriction there was a path � (in the corresponding graph) between u and vthrough fu; vg[R(~q). Since (u; v) was not an edge before restriction for ~q, � is non-trivial.Then one can show by the same arguments as in (c1) that � was a path in the graphalready before degradation for p contradicting our assumption (c) (recall that T � R(p)now).The last case is the following one.(d) Assume that P 6= ; 6= E and there exists a path from P containing a node outside fu; vg[T .Then (u; v) is an edge in G�.Indeed: One can deduce using Lemma 4.4 (with r = k) that there exists a non-trivial path in Pwhich is completely outside R(k) = T (if wi; :::; wj is a subpath of that considered path betweenwi 2 R(p) [ R(q) n R(k) and wj 2 V n R(k) such that fwh; i < h < jg � R(k) then (wi; wj) isan edge in GV nR(k) and therefore in G and the considered path can be shortened).Thus (with !1) we can distinguish two subcases.(d1) There exists a non-trivial path from P outside T through fu; vg [R(p).Then during degradation for p every element l 2 E is degraded (since R(l) � T forevery l 2 E). On the other hand, the path mentioned in (d1) is evidently saved duringdegradation for p and during restriction for p is shortened to the edge (u; v). This edgecan be removed only in one of the reduction steps. But this is not possible since otherwiseone derives that after degradation for p there exists a non-degraded element l 2 E .(d2) There exists a path from P outside T which contains a node in R(q) nR(p).Then one can use the same arguments as in the beginning of (d) and show, using Lemma4.4 (this time with r = p), that there exists a non-trivial path from P outside T [ R(p).This path � is saved during processing of p. This implies that after degradation for~q = qV nR(p) there is no element ~l in the corresponding annotated graph with D(~l) = fu; vgand R(~l) � R(~q) (otherwise before degradation for p there was l 2 E with ~l = lV nR(p)and hence R(~l) � R(l) � T , i.e., the existence of � before degradation for ~q implies acontradictory conclusion, that l was degraded at the degradation step). Moreover, � is



24 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphssaved also during degradation for ~q and in restriction for ~q it is shortened to the edge (u; v).This edge cannot be removed during reduction (for ~q) since otherwise after degradationfor ~q there exists an element ~l with D(~l) = fu; vg and R(~l) � R(~q). utTheorem 4.1. Let (G;K) be a regular annotated graph over V and t = (X;Z; Y ) a tripletover V . Then the resulting graph obtained by the membership algorithm (in Step 3) does notdepend on the choice of the scenario made in Step 1. In particular, the result of the membershipalgorithm does not depend on that choice.Remark 4.3. Notice, however, that the above mentioned graph does depend on t, or moreexactly on the set XY Z.Proof:It su�ces to show that for every couple of scenarios �; � which are suitable for t (which means thatthe elements whose range does not intersect XY Z precede the elements whose range intersectXY Z - see Step 1 of the membership algorithm) there exists a sequence of scenarios � =!1; :::; !h = �; h � 1 for K which are suitable for t such that 8i = 1; :::; h� 1 scenarios !i and!i+1 di�er only in the order of two consecutive elements, that is!i : r1; :::; rm; p; q; s1; :::; sn!i+1 : r1; :::; rm; q; p; s1; :::; snwhere m;n � 0 (if m = 0 then no element precedes p and q in both sequences, if n = 0 then noelement succeeds p and q in both sequences).Indeed, the deletion step 2 and the processing of the elements r1; :::; rm gives the sameresulting annotated graph with both !i and !i+1. This graph is a regular annotated graph byLemma 4.3. The only di�erence between the iterations of the membership algorithm is in theorder of (possible restrictions of) p and q in the corresponding scenarios. If either p or q isremoved during the processing of r1; :::; rm then these scenarios coincide. If both p and q aresaved (and possibly degraded or restricted), then we can apply Lemma 4.5 to the annotatedgraph obtained after processing r1; :::; rm. Hence, the iterations of the membership algorithmbefore the (possible) processing of s1 already coincide. Thus, the resulting annotated graph isthe same with both !i and !i+1.Therefore, in order to verify the claim concerning the existence of a sequence of scenarios!1; :::; !h, h � 2 suppose that � : l1; :::; lg; lg+1; :::; lm+n+2� = !1 : ~l1; :::; ~lg; ~lg+1; :::; ~lm+n+2where l1; :::; lg are elements whose range does not intersect XY Z. Thus (since both � and � aresuitable for t) fl1; :::; lgg = f~l1; :::; ~lgg and we can pay attention to l1; :::; lg only.



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 25The idea is that if two consecutive elements p and q in a scenario forK do not dominate eachother, then by their mutual exchange we obtain another scenario for K. Thus, we can obtain �from � = !1 by gradual mutual exchange of consecutive elements which do not dominate eachother. Supposing ~l1; :::; ~lf in a sequence !i which already coincides with l1; :::; lf in � for some0 � f � g� 1 we can �nd f +1 � e � g with ~le = lf+1. Suppose non-trivial case f +1 < e; then~le precedes ~lf+1; :::; ~le�1 in �, and none of these elements dominates ~le. Since these elementsprecede ~le in !i, ~le does not dominate them either. Thus, ~le can be gradually \moved forward"to obtain a scenario !j ; j � i such that ~l1; :::; ~lf+1 in !j coincides with l1; :::; lf+1 in �. ut4.4. Induced Independency ModelOn basis of Theorem 4.1, we are entitled to give the following de�nition. Given a regularannotated graph (G;K) over V the independency model induced by it, denoted by I(G;K),consists of those triplets over V which are represented in (G;K) according to the membershipalgorithm.Theorem 4.2. Let (G;K) be a regular annotated graph over V . Then I(G;K) is a graphoidover V .Proof:We have to show that I(G;K) satis�es the graphoid properties (0)-(5). The trivial property(0) is evident: no matter which scenario for testing a triplet t = (;; Z; Y ) over V is chosen, t isrepresented in every undirected graph over V 0 where Y Z � V 0 � V .To verify Intersection (5) assume that triplets t1 = (X;ZY;W ) and t2 = (X;ZW; Y ) arerepresented in (G;K). We must show that t = (X;Z; YW ) is represented in (G;K). Since t1; t2and t3 involve the same set of vertices XY ZW , one can choose in Step 1 of the membershipalgorithm a scenario ! forK which is simultaneously suitable for t1; t2 and t3. Thus, the resultingundirected graph G0 from Step 3 of the membership algorithm is the same for t1; t2 and t3. Sincet1 and t2 are represented in G0 and I(G0) is a graphoid, t3 is represented in G0. Therefore, t3 isrepresented in (G;K).The arguments showing that Symmetry (1) and Weak Union (3) hold are the same as in thecase of Intersection.To verify Decomposition (2), assume that ~t1 = (X;Z; YW ) is represented in (G;K). Wemust show that ~t2 = (X;Z; Y ) is represented in (G;K) as well. One can simply construct ascenario for K (in which every element of K occurs just once) of the form ! = (!1; !2; !3)where !1 involves k 2 K with R(k) \ XY ZW = ;, !2 involves l 2 K with R(l) \ W 6= ;and R(l) \ XY Z = ;, and !3 involves s 2 K with R(s) \ XYZ 6= ; (this is possible owingto Lemma 4.1). Thus ! is a scenario which is simultaneously suitable for testing ~t1 and ~t2.The main di�erence between testing those triplets using ! is that in the deletion step 2 (of themembership algorithm) in case of testing ~t2, only elements from !3 are removed, while in case oftesting ~t1 both elements from !2 and !3 are removed. However, during processing of elementsfrom !1, the algorithm both in case of testing ~t1 and in case of testing ~t2 behaves in the same



26 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsway with regard to the changes in the undirected graph and in !1! According to the assumption~t1 is represented in the graph Gi obtained after processing of elements from !1. Since I(Gi) isa graphoid, ~t2 is represented in Gi as well. Thus, by Observation 4.2 ~t2 is represented also inthe graph Gj ; j � i obtained after processing elements from !1 and !2. Hence ~t2 is representedin (G;K).To verify Contraction (4) let us assume that triplets t1 = (X;ZY;W ) and t2 = (X;Z; Y )are represented in (G;K). We must show that t3 = (X;Z; YW ) is represented in (G;K) aswell. One can again construct a scenario ! = (!1; !2; !3) for K as described in the precedingcase (Decomposition). Let (Gm; Km; !m), m � 1 be the corresponding sequence of iterationsof the membership algorithm for testing t2, where Gm is over Vm � V . As explained in thepreceding case the assumptions imply that t1 is represented in the graph Gi; i � 1 obtainedafter processing elements from !1 and t2 is represented in the graph Gj ; j � i obtained afterprocessing of elements from !1 and !2. Since I(Gi) is a graphoid containing t1, it contains thetriplet tm = (X; Y Z;W \ Vm) for every m � i. Thus, owing to Observation 4.2, the triplet tm(over V m) is represented in Gm for every m � i.To show that t2 is represented in Gi it su�ces to verify that whenever t2 is not representedin Gm for i � m < j then it is not represented in Gm+1. By Lemma 4.3 we already know that(Gm; Km) is a regular annotated graph and (Gm+1; Km+1) is obtained from it by processing ofa dominant element p 2 Km. Moreover, we know that every l 2 Km originates from !2 andtherefore R(l) \W 6= ; = R(l) \ XYZ. The fact that t2 is not represented in Gm means thatthere exists a path � in Gm from a node x 2 X to a node y 2 Y which is outside Z. The path� is evidently saved during the degradation step for p (of the membership algorithm) and inthe restriction step for p it is shortened to a path �0. Suppose for a contradiction that �0 isdisconnected in the reduction step (for p) by removal of its edge (u; v). One can assume withoutloss of generality that u is closer to x in � than v, and therefore the section of � between xand u is a path in Gm outside Y Z. Thus, before reduction (for p) an element ~l exists such thatD(~l) = fu; vg and R(~l) = ;. Hence, there exists l 2 Km with D(l) = fu; vg and ; 6= R(l) � R(p).Take w 2 R(l)\W � W \V m and by application of (R1) to l 2 Km �nd a path in Gm betweenw and u through fug [ R(l). This path is evidently outside Y Z and can be merged with theabove mentioned section of � to get a path in Gm between x 2 X and w 2 W \ V m which isoutside Y Z. This contradicts the fact that the triplet tm is represented in Gm. Therefore, thepath �0 cannot be disconnected in the reduction step (for p) and there exists a path in Gm+1between x 2 X and y 2 Y which is outside Z. Thus, t2 is not represented in Gm+1.Therefore, both t1 and t2 are represented in Gi. Since I(Gi) is a graphoid, t3 is representedin Gi. Hence, t3 is represented in (G;K). utDe�nition 4.2. We say that two regular annotated graphs over the same set of vertices areequivalent if their induced graphoids coincide.Observation 4.3. Let (G;K) and (G;L) be regular annotated graphs over V such that L =K [ frg where r is a degraded element over V . Then I(G;K) = I(G;L).



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 27Proof:Let (X;Z; Y ) be a triplet over V and ! = (!1; !2) a scenario for K such that !1 contains allelements l 2 K with R(l)\XYZ = ; and !2 contains all elements k 2 K with R(k)\XYZ 6= ;.One can distinguish two cases:In case R(r) \XYZ 6= ; consider a scenario ~! = (!1; !2; r) for L. Then, after the deletionstep 2 the iterations of the membership algorithm based on (G;K; !) and (G;L; ~!) coincide.In case R(r)\XYZ = ; consider a scenario ! = (!1; r; !2) for L. After the deletion step theonly di�erence between iterations of the membership algorithm based on (G;K; !) and (G;L; !)is an additional degraded element r 2 L which is processed after K. But the processing of r isnothing but restriction to V nR(r) (the degradation and reduction steps are empty!). In eithercase, owing to Lemma 3.1 (X;Z; Y ) is represented in (G;K) i� it is represented in (G;L). utIt is easy to verify that the regularity conditions (R1)-(R3) are saved during removal of adegraded element. Hence, Observation 4.3 implies the following.Consequence 4.2. Let (G;L) be a regular annotated graph over V and r 2 L a degradedelement. Then (G;L n frg) is an equivalent regular annotated graph. In particular, everyregular annotated graph can be replaced by an equivalent regular annotated graph withoutdegraded elements.Remark 4.4. One can show using Lemma 4.3, Theorem 4.1 and Consequence 4.2 that themembership algorithm can be modi�ed substantially in Step 4.1. The degradation step can bereplaced by the following removal step.4.1 Removal: If s 2 K is an element such that there exists a non-trivial path in G betweennodes of D(s) through D(s) [ (S nR(s)), then remove s from K and cancel it in !.We leave it to the reader to verify that this simpli�cation is valid.The case of adding a degraded element is treated in the following lemma.Lemma 4.6. Let (G;K) be a regular annotated graph over V and let r be a degraded elementover V with R(r) = B such that(a) 8k 2 K; 8u 2 R(k); 8v 2 B, if (u; v) is an edge in G, then v 2 R(k).(b) 8 path w1; : : : ; wn; n � 3 in G through fw1; wng [ B such that w1; wn 2 V nB and(w1; wn) is not K-durable edge in G, there exists q 2 K such that D(q) = fw1; wng andfwh; 1 < h < ng � R(q).Then (G;K [ frg) is an equivalent regular annotated graph.Proof:First, we need to show that the condition (R1) for (G;K) can be strengthened as follows.(R1*) 8k 2 K; 8u 2 R(k); 8v 2 D(k), there exists a path u = w0; : : : ; wm = v; m � 1in G through fvg [ R(k) composed of K-durable edges such that Kwi � Kwj whenever0 � i � j � m (where Kw = fl 2 K; w =2 R(l)g for any w 2 V ).



28 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsIndeed, let us consider k 2 K and v 2 D(k) �xed. In fact, we verify (R1*) by 'reverse' inductionon the cardinality of Ku. Thus, suppose that u 2 R(k) is such that for every x 2 R(k) withKu � Kx was (R1*) already veri�ed (it involves the case when u has maximal Ku within R(k)).By (R1) �nd a respective path u = xo; : : : ; xs = v with Kx0 = Ku � Kxi for i = 1; : : : ; s.Find minimal 1 � j � s such that Ku 6= Kxj (observe that k 2 Kv nKu) and put wi = xi fori = 0; : : : ; j. Since Kw0 = : : : = Kwj�1 � Kwj our claim follows in case j = s. In case j < s,we apply the induction hypothesis to xj and �nd a path xj = y0; : : : ; yr = v between xj and vsatisfying the requirements of (R1*). Put wj+i = yi for i = 1; : : : ; r. Then w0; : : : ; wj+r is therequired path between u and v satisfying the requirements of (R1*).To verify (R1) for (G;K [ frg) consider �xed k 2 K [ frg; u 2 R(k) and v 2 D(k). Thenk 2 K and using (R1*) for (G;K) �nd the corresponding path � : u = w0; : : : ; wm = v; m � 1.The condition (a) implies that v =2 B (one has wm�1 2 R(k) and (wm�1; v) is an edge in G).In case u =2 B, one can always shorten � to a path outside B satisfying (R1*). The reason isthat for every 0 � i < j � m such that wi; wj =2 B and ; 6= fwh; i < h < jg � B necessarily(wi; wj) is a K-durable edge in G: otherwise the condition (b) implies the existence of q 2 Kwith D(q) = fwi; wjg and fwh; i < h < jg � R(q) and the fact q 2 Kwi n Kwi+1 contradictsthe condition from (R1*). The shortened path then satis�es the requirements from (R1) for(G;K [ frg).The condition (R2) for (G;K [ frg) easily follows from (R2) for (G;K).To verify (R3) for (G;K [ frg) consider k; l 2 K [ frg and the path w1; : : : ; wn; n � 2mentioned in the premise of (R3). The case k; l 2 K is covered by (R3) for (G;K). In casek 2 K and l = r the condition (a) implies n = 2 (otherwise w2 2 R(k); w1 2 B impliesw1 2 R(k)) in which case (R3) is trivial. In case k = r, l 2 K the required conclusion of (R3)follows from the condition (b).Thus, (G;K [ frg) is a regular annotated graph and Observation 4.3 can be applied. ut5. Annotation Algorithm - Additional ProofsIn this section we continue by showing that the annotation algorithm produces a regular anno-tated graph, such that the graphoid represented by it is identical to the graphoid closure of thegraphoids induced by the individual graphs of the input nest (the proof of the last statement ismoved to Section 7). However, this section contains an illustrative example as well.5.1. Properties, Observations and ConsequencesIn this section we recall, for the bene�t of the reader, the basic de�nitions and proceduresinvolved in the annotation algorithm and prove the properties of the resulting annotated graphin a sequence of observations, consequences and lemmas. Recall that the symbol �(a; bjUkG)stands for the set of vertices y 2 V n fa; bg such that for both x 2 fa; bg, there is a path in Gbetween x and y through fxg [ U . The following facts follow easily from the de�nition.



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 29Observation 5.1. Whenever the symbols below are de�ned it holds that:(i) �(a; bjUkG)� U;(ii) �(a; bjUkG)� �(a; bjWkG) whenever U � W ,(iii) �(a; bjUkG)� �(a; bjUkF ) whenever G is a subgraph of F ,(iv) u 2 �(a; bjUkG); v 2 U; (u; v) is an edge in G ) v 2 �(a; bjUkG):To make the starting exposition of the annotation procedure clear and elegant we omitted itsdeeper assumptions in De�nition 3.3. However, throughout this section we will use these assump-tions systematically. Therefore we repeat the de�nition together with all relevant assumptions.Annotation procedure. Let (H;L) be a regular annotated graph over V without degradedelements and without void elements. Let F be an undirected graph over V [B (where V \B = ;)such that H is a subgraph of F . We construct an annotated graph (G;K) over V [ B denotedby Annot ((H;L) : F ) as follows.A1. The graph G is obtained from F by removal of those edges (u; v) in F such that u; v 2V; (u; v) is not an edge in H and �(u; vjBkF ) = ;.A2. Some elements of K are newly created : for every couple of vertices u; v 2 V; u 6= v suchthat (u; v) is not and edge in H and �(u; vjBkF ) 6= ; consider a non-degraded element(fu; vg; U) with U = �(u; vjBkF ) and insert it into K (which was empty before Step A2).A3. The other elements of K are created by expanding elements of L: for each (fu; vg;W ) 2 Lincorporate into K the element (fu; vg; T ) where T = �(u; vjW [BkF ):Observation 5.2. Under the assumptions of the annotation procedure one has:(i) G is a subgraph of F ,(ii) H is a subgraph of G,(iii) if k 2 K is created by expanding l 2 L, then D(k) = D(l) and R(l) = R(k) \ V ,(iv) k 2 K is newly created i� R(k) � B,(v) for every k 2 K; ; 6= D(k) � V and R(k) 6= ;.Proof:The fact (i) is evident from the construction. To prove (ii) notice that whenever (u; v) isan edge in H , then it is an edge in F and cannot be removed in Step A1. To verify (iii)notice that Observation 5.1 (i) implies R(k) � R(l) [ B. Hence R(k) \ V � R(l). To verifyR(l) � R(k)\V use the regularity condition (R1) for (H;L): it implies R(l) � �(D(l)jR(l)kH):Since H is a subgraph of F , by Observation 5.1 (iii), (ii) �(D(l)jR(l)jH) � �(D(l)jR(l)kF ) ��(D(l)jR(l) [ BkF ) = R(k). Hence R(l) � R(k). To verify (iv) observe that necessity ofR(k) � B is trivial by Observation 5.1 (i). The su�ciency follows from the assumption thatevery element of L has a non-empty range by means of (iii). The condition (v) also follows fromthe construction and from (iii). utWe will often utilize the following `transitivity principle' which is a consequence of Observa-tion 5.1 (iv) and Observation 5.2 (i).



30 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsObservation 5.3. Suppose that (G;K) = Annot ((H;L) : F ) under the assumptions of theannotation procedure. Then 8k 2 K; 8u 2 R(k); 8v 2 B, if (u; v) is an edge in F or G, thenv 2 R(k). f Notice that in this case (u; v) is an edge of F i� it is an edge of G. gObservation 5.4. Suppose that (G;K) = Annot ((H;L) : F ) under the assumptions of theannotation procedure. Let k 2 K be created by expanding of l 2 L. Then 8 u 2 R(k) \ V ,8v 2 D(k), there exists a path in G between u and v through fvg [ (R(k) \ V ) composed ofK-durable edges which is outside R(Ku). In particular, R(k) \ V = �(D(k)jR(k)\ V kG).Proof:Let us �x u 2 R(k) \ V = R(l) and v 2 D(k) = D(l) (see Observation 5.2 (iii)). According to(R1) for (H;L) �nd a path � in H between u and v through fvg [ R(l) = fvg [ (R(k) \ V )composed of L-durable edges and outside R(Lu). By Observation 5.2 (ii) it is a path in G. Since� is a path in H the vertices of its edges cannot be domains of newly created elements of K(see Step A2 of the annotation procedure). Thus, by Observation 5.2 (iii) its L-durable edgesare also K-durable. Owing to Observation 5.2 (iv) � is outside the range of all newly createdelements of K. If r 2 Ku is created by expanding ~r 2 L, then by Observation 5.2 (iii) ~r 2 Luand � is outside R(r).The second claim in Observation 5.4 follows from Observation 5.1 (i) and the �rst claim. utObservation 5.5. Suppose that (G;K) = Annot ((H;L) : F ) under the assumptions of theannotation procedure. Let l be a non-degraded element over V such that either R(l) = ; orl 2 L. Then �(D(l)jR(l)[ BkF ) = �(D(l)jR(l)[ BkG). In particular, for fa; bg � V we havethat �(a; bjBkF ) = �(a; bjBkG).Proof:By Observation 5.1 (iii) and Observation 5.2 (i) �(D(l)jR(l)[BkG) � �(D(l)jR(l)[BkF ). Letus consider u 2 �(D(l)jR(l) [ BkF ). By Observation 5.1 (i) u 2 R(l) [ B. In case u 2 R(l)use Observation 5.2 (iii) and Observation 5.4 and then Observation 5.1 (ii) to infer that R(l) =�(D(l)jR(l)kG)� (D(l)jR(l)[BkG). In case u 2 B for both v 2 D(l) there exists a path �v inF from u to v through fvg[R(l)[B. Let wv be the �rst node of �v outside B. Since every edgeof the section of �v between u and wv hits B by Step A1 of the annotation procedure, this sectionis a path in G as well. Therefore, in the subcase wv 2 R(l) one has wv 2 �(D(l)jR(l)[ BkG)and repeated application of Observation 5.1 (iv) gives u 2 �(D(l)jR(l)[ BkG). In the subcasewv = v for both v 2 D(l) one gets directly u 2 �(D(l)jBkG) and by Observation 5.1 (ii)u 2 �(D(l)jR(l)[ BkG).The second claim of the lemma is a special case when R(l) = ;. utConsequence 5.1. Suppose that (G;K) = Annot((H;L) : F ) under the assumptions of theannotation procedure. Then for every k 2 K either R(k) \ V = ; or the element l over V withD(l) = D(k) and R(l) = R(k)\V belongs to L. Moreover, R(k) = �(D(k)j(R(k)\V )[BkG) =�(D(k)j(R(k)\ V ) [BkF ).



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 31Proof:In case R(k)\V = ; by Observation 5.2 (iv) k is newly created and by Step A2 of the annotationprocedure R(k) = �(D(k)jBkF ) = �(D(k)j(R(k)\V )[BkF ). Then by Observation 5.5 R(k) =�(D(k)jBkF ) = �(D(k)jBkG) = �(D(k)j(R(k)\ V ) [BkG).If R(k)\V 6= ;, then by Observation 5.2 (iv) k is created by expanding l 2 L and Observation5.2 (iii) can be applied. Step A3 says R(k) = �(D(l)jR(l)[BkF ) and by Observation 5.5 appliedto l derive R(k) = �(D(l)jR(l)[BkG). Then substitute R(l) = R(k) \ V . utConsequence 5.2. Suppose that (G;K) = Annot((H;L) : F ) under the assumptions of theannotation procedure. Let w1; : : : ; wn; n � 2 be a path in G through fw1; wng [ B such thatw1; wn 2 V and either (w1; wn) is not an edge in H or there exists s 2 K with D(s) = fw1; wng.Then there exists q 2 K such that D(q) = fw1; wng and fwh; 1 < h < ng � R(q).Proof:First, consider the case when (w1; wn) is not an edge in H . If n = 2, then necessarily�(w1; w2jBkF ) 6= ; as otherwise in Step A1 of the annotation procedure (w1; w2) is removed andit is not an edge in G. If n � 3, then ; 6= fwh; 1 < h < ng � �(w1; wnjBkG) � �(w1; wnjBkF )by Observation 5.1 (iii) and Observation 5.2 (i). In either case �(w1; wnjBkF ) 6= ;, and there-fore, in Step A2 of the annotation procedure an element q 2 K with D(q) = fw1; wng andfwh; 1 < h < ng � �(w1; wnjBkF ) = R(q) is newly created.Second, suppose that there exists s 2 K with D(s) = fw1; wng. Write by Observation 5.1 (ii)and Consequence 5.1 fwh; 1 < h < ng � �(w1; wnjBkG) � �(w1; wnj(R(s)\V )[BkG) = R(s).utLemma 5.1. Let (H;L) be a regular annotated graph over V without degraded and void el-ements, and F be an undirected graph over V [ B such that H is a subgraph of F . Then(G;K) = Annot((H;L) : F ) is a regular annotated graph without degraded and void elements.Proof:Owing to Observation 5.2 (v) one has to show that (G;K) is a regular annotated graph.To verify (R1) for (G;K) consider a �xed k 2 K; u 2 R(k); v 2 D(k). One can distinguishtwo cases. In case u 2 R(k)\V by Observation 5.2 (iv), k is created by expanding and the desiredconclusion can be derived by means of Observation 5.4. In case u 2 R(k)\B by Consequence 5.1there exists a path in G between u and v through fvg[ (R(k)\V )[B. Let w be the �rst nodeof the path (on the way from u to v) which is outside B and � its section between u and w. Sinceevery edge of � hits B Observation 5.2 (v) implies that everyone of its edges is K-durable. Sinceu 2 R(k), Observation 5.3 enables us to show that every node of � with the possible exceptionof w belongs to R(k). Moreover, Observation 5.3 also implies for every l 2 K and every node xof � that x 2 R(l) implies u 2 R(l). Therefore � is outside R(l) for every l 2 Ku and Ku � Kw.Altogether, � is a path in G between u and w through fwg[R(k) composed of K-durable edgesand outside R(Ku). If w = v we have �nished. Otherwise w 2 R(k)\V and by Observation 5.4there exists a path � in G between w and v through fvg [ (R(k) \ V ) composed of K-durable



32 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsedges and outside R(Kw). Since Ku � Kw; � is outside R(Ku) and can be merged with � toget the desired path. Thus, (R1) for (G;K) was veri�ed .To verify (R2) for (G;K) consider k; l 2 K with D(k) = D(l). In case one of them, for exam-ple l, is newly created, then by Consequence 5.1 and Observation 5.1 (ii), R(l) = �(D(l)jBkG)��(D(l)j(R(k)\V )[BkG) and the conclusion of (R2) is trivial. In case k; l are created by expand-ing ~k; ~l 2 L then, by (R2) for (H;L), there exists ~q 2 L withD(~q) = D(l) and R(~q) = R(~k)[R(~l).Let q 2 K be created by expanding ~q. Then, by Consequence 5.1 and Observation 5.1 (ii), deriveR(k)[R(l) = �(D(l)j(R(k)\V )[BkG)[�(D(l)j(R(l)\V )[BkG) � �(D(l)j(R(q)\V )[BkG) =R(q). To show thatR(q) � R(k)[R(l) consider u 2 R(q) = �(D(l)j(R(k)\V )[(R(l)\V )[BkG).If u 2 V then, by Observation 5.1 (i) either u 2 R(k)\V or u 2 R(l)\V . If u 2 B, then for bothv 2 D(l) there exists a path �v in G between u and v through fvg[ (R(k)\V )[ (R(l)\V )[B.Let wv be the �rst node of �v outside B. In case wv = v for both v 2 D(l) one hasu 2 �(D(l)jBkG) � �(D(l)j(R(k)\ V ) [ BkG) = R(k) by Observation 5.1 (ii). In case wv 6= vfor some v 2 D(l) either wv 2 R(k) \ V or wv 2 R(l) \ V . Hence, by Observation 5.3 theconclusion u 2 R(k) or u 2 R(l) can be derived. Thus, R(q) = R(k) [R(l) and (R2) for (G;K)was veri�ed.To verify (R3) for (G;K) let us consider k; l 2 K and a path � : w1; : : : ; wn; n � 2 in Gsatisfying the conditions of the premise of (R3). Suppose that � is non-trivial since otherwisethe conclusion of (R3) is evident. Then w1; wn 2 V since otherwise, by Observation 5.3, acontradictory conclusion fw1; wng\R(k) 6= ; can be derived. Since w1 2 R(l)\V , by Observation5.2 (iv), l is created by expanding ~l 2 L. First, let us consider an edge (wi; wi+1) = (u; v) of� with u; v 2 V . Suppose for a while that it is not an edge in H . Then �(u; vjBkF ) 6= ; asotherwise (u; v) is not an edge in G owing to Step A1 of the annotation procedure. Thus, inStep A2 of the annotation procedure an element q 2 K with D(q) = fu; vg = fwi; wi+1g iscreated and the desired conclusion of (R3) for (G;K) holds. Thus, we can assume without lossof generality that every edge of � belonging to V is an edge in H as well. We can also assumethat every such an edge is K-durable as otherwise the conclusion of (R3) already holds. Second,suppose for a while that 1 � i < j � n are such that wi; wj 2 V and fwh; i < h < jg � B. Incase fwi; wjg is not an edge in H or in case there exists s 2 K with D(s) = fwi; wjg Consequence5.2 can be applied to derive the desired conclusion of (R3) for (G;K) directly. Otherwise � canbe shortened to a path �0 in H (and by Observation 5.2 (ii) also in G) all whose edges areK-durable. The assumption that fw1; wng is not a K-durable edge in G implies that �0 is non-trivial. Hence, R(k) \ V 6= ; and by Observation 5.2 (iv) k is created by extending ~k 2 L. Theassumption that (w1; wn) is not a K-durable edge in G means that either (w1; wn) is not anedge in G or there exists r 2 K with D(r) = fw1; wng: The former case implies by Observation5.2 (ii) that (w1; wn) is not an edge in H . In the latter case either r is newly created and(w1; wn) is not an edge in H again (see Step A2 of the annotation procedure), or there exists~r 2 L with D(~r) = fw1; wng. In either case (w1; wn) is not an L-durable edge in H . Thus,the conditions assumed in the premise of (R3) for (H;L) with respect to ~k; ~l 2 L and �0 areful�lled. Hence, there exists ~q 2 L satisfying the conclusion of (R3) for (H;L). It is extented



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 33to q 2 K. Notice that whenever 1 � i < j � n; wi; wj 2 V and Tij = fwh; i < h < jg � B,then fwi; wjg \ R(q) 6= ; implies by Observation 5.3 that Tij � R(q). Thus, one can show thatq satis�es the conclusion of (R3) for (G;K).In either case, (R3) for (G;K) was veri�ed. Hence, (G;K) is a regular annotated graph. utLemma 5.2. Let (H;L) be a regular annotated graph over V without degraded and void el-ements, let F be an undirected graph over V [ B such that H is a subgraph of F . Put(G;K) = Annot((H;L) : F ). Then a triplet over V is represented in (G;K) if and only ifit is represented in (H;L). In particular, I(H;L) � I(G;K).Proof:Let us consider the annotated graph (G;K [ frg) where r is a degraded element over V [ Bwith R(r) = B. By Lemma 5.1 (G;K) is a regular annotated graph. The condition (a) inLemma 4.6 then follows from Observation 5.3. The condition (b) in Lemma 4.6 follows fromConsequence 5.2: if fw1; wng is not a K-durable edge in G, then either there exists s 2 Kwith D(s) = fw1; wng or fw1; wng is not an edge in G in which case it is not an edge in H byObservation 5.2 (ii). Thus, by Lemma 4.6 derive I(G;K) = I(G;K [ frg).Suppose that a triplet (X;Z; Y ) over V is tested by the membership algorithm. One canconsider a scenario ! for (G;K [ frg) of the form ! = (r; !1) where !1 is a scenario for(G;K) suitable for testing (X;Z; Y ). Since R(r) = B, r cannot be dominated and therefore itis dominant. Then, during processing of the element r, in the degradation step 4.1 no otherelement is degraded. This follows from Consequence 5.1. The range of newly created element isin B and they do not satisfy the degrading condition for R(r) = B. If the domain of an expandedelement is connected to a vertex in B then that vertex will be in the element's expanded rangeso the degrading condition does not hold for it. In the restriction step 4.2, G is restricted toGV . In the reduction step 4.3 just the elements q 2 K with R(q) � B (that is exactly the newlycreated elements of K - see Observation 5.2 (iv)) are removed and their domains are removedfrom GV . It follows from the annotation procedure and Observation 5.2 (ii) (i) that (u; v) isan edge in H if and only if it is an edge in GV and there is no newly created q 2 K withD(q) = fu; vg. Thus, the resulting graph after processing r is just H . By Observation 5.2 (iii)elements created by expansion are restricted to the original elements in L. Therefore (X;Z; Y )is represented in (G;K [ frg) i� it is represented in (H;L). ut5.2. Basic Result about the Annotation AlgorithmThe input of the annotation algorithm is a nest of undirected graphs, that is a sequenceF1 : : : ; Fn, n � 1 of undirected graphs such that Fi is a subgraph of Fi+1 for i = 1; : : : ; n � 1.Let us denote by Vi the set of nodes of Fi and put Bi = Vi n Vi�1 for i = 1; : : : ; n (by de�nitionV0 = ;).The �rst iteration of the annotation algorithm is an annotated graph (G1; K1) where G1 = F1and K1 = ;. Evidently, it is a regular annotated graph (without degraded and void elements)and G1 is a subgraph of F2.



34 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsThe next iterations of the annotation algorithm are de�ned by induction: we put (Gi; Ki) =Annot((Gi�1; Ki�1) : Fi) for i = 2; : : : ; n. The assumptions of the annotation procedure will bealways ful�lled: by Lemma 5.1 (Gi; Ki) is a regular annotated graph without degraded and voidelements, and by Observation 5.2 (i), Gi is a subgraph of Fi, and therefore a subgraph of Fi+1,for i = 2; : : : ; n� 1. Thus, we have the following result.Theorem 5.1. Suppose that F1 : : : ; Fn; n � 1 is a nest of undirected graphs and (Gi; Ki); i =1; : : : ; n the sequence of iterations of the corresponding annotation algorithm. Then, for i =1; : : : ; n, (Gi; Ki) is a regular annotated graph without degraded elements and without void ele-ments.Remark 5.1. There are regular annotated graphs which cannot be obtained as a result of theannotation algorithm. For example, every annotated graph (G;K) produced by this algorithmsatis�es the following condition (strengthening of (R2)):(R2*) 8k; l 2 K with D(k) = D(l), either R(k) � R(l) or R(l) � R(k).Observation 5.6. Under the assumptions of the annotation algorithm 81 � i � j � n;Ki isobtained from Kj by 'restriction' to Vi and removal of void elements, i.e. Ki consists of thoseelements ~l over Vi such that there exists l 2 Kj with D(~l) = D(l) � Vi and R(~l) = R(l)\Vi 6= ;.In particular, 8j = 1; : : : ; n ; 8k 2 Kj ; R(k) \ V1 = ;:Proof:The claim is trivial when i = j. In case j � i = 1 one has (Gj ; Kj) = Annot((Gi; Ki) : Fj) andby Observation 5.2 (iv) every newly created element k 2 Kj = Ki+1 satis�es R(k) \ Vi = ;.Thus, the statement for j� i = 1 follows from Observation 5.2 (iii)(v). The case j� i � 2 can bederived by induction on j � i since the above mentioned operations of restrictions and removalare transitive. utLemma 5.3. Suppose that F1; : : : ; Fn, n � 1 is a nest of undirected graphs and (Gi; Ki) i =1; : : : ; n are iterations of the corresponding annotation algorithm. Consider S � Vn such thatS = ; or S = R(k) for some k 2 Kn. If there exists 1 � m � n and c; d 2 Vm n S; c 6= d suchthat(a) (c; Vm n Scd; d) 2 I(Fm);(b) 8i = m+ 1; : : : ; n �(c; djBikFi) � S,then the triplet (c; Vn n Scd; d) belongs to gr (I(Fm) [ : : : [ I(Fn)).Proof:First, let us notice that S satis�es the following transitivity principle: 8i = 2; : : : ; n if u 2S \ Vi; v 2 Bi and (u; v) is an edge in Fi, then v 2 S. Indeed, since S 6= ; in this case thereexists k 2 Kn with S = R(k). By Observation 5.6 there exists ~k 2 Ki with R(~k) = S \Vi. ThenObservation 5.3 applied to (Gi; Ki) = Annot((Gi�1; Ki�1) : Fi) implies that v 2 R(~k) = S \ Vi.Let us show by induction on i = m; : : :; n that ti � (c; Vi nScd; d) 2 gr (I(Fm)[ : : :[ I(Fi)).For i = m it follows from (a). Let us �x m < i � n and put M = gr (I(Fm) [ : : : [ I(Fi)). We



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 35must show that the induction assumption ti�1 2 gr (I(Fm) [ : : : [ I(Fi�1)) � M implies thatti 2 M . De�ne C as the set of vertices u 2 Bi n S such that there exists a path in Fi betweenc and u through fcg [ (Bi n S) and put A = Vi�1 n Scd; D = Bi n SC. Then C satis�es thefollowing transitivity principle: if u 2 cC; v 2 Bi n S and (u; v) is an edge in Fi, then v 2 C.We show �rst that ~t = (c; Ad;D) 2 I(Fi). Suppose for a contraction that there exists a pathin Fi between c and v 2 D through fc; vg [ C [ (S \ Vi). Thus, v 2 Bi n S and there existsu 2 cC [ (S \ Vi) such that (u; v) is an edge in Fi. If u 2 cC, then the transitivity principle forC implies v 2 C which contradicts the fact v 2 D. If u 2 (S \Vi), then the transitivity principlefor S implies v 2 S which also contradicts the fact v 2 D. In either case we have shown ~t 2M .We verify now that �t = (d; ADc; C) 2 I(Fi). Suppose for a contradiction that there exists apath in Fi between d and v 2 C through fd; vg[ (S \ Vi). Thus, there exists u 2 fdg [ (S \ Vi)such that (u; v) is an edge in Fi. If u 2 S \ Vi, then the transitivity principle for S impliesv 2 S which contradicts the fact v 2 C. If u = d, then the fact that v 2 C implies thatv 2 �(c; djBikFi) by de�nition, and the condition (b) implies v 2 S which again contradicts thefact that v 2 C. In either case, we have shown that �t 2M .Since M is a graphoid, the facts ti�1 = (c; A; d) 2 M and ~t = (c; Ad;D) 2 M implyby Contraction (4) that (c; A;Dd) 2 M . Hence by Weak Union (3) (c; AD; d) 2 M and bySymmetry (1) (d; AD; c) 2 M . This together with the fact t = (d; ADc; C) 2 M implies byContraction that (d; AD; cC) 2M . Hence, by Weak Union (d; ADC; c) 2M and by Symmetryti = (c; ADC; d) 2M . This concludes the induction step. utDe�nition 5.1. We say that a nest of undirected graphs F1; : : : ; Fn, n � 1 is regular if8i = 2; : : : ; n ; 8u; v 2 Vi�1 ; if (u; v) is an edge in Fi but not in Fi�1; then �(u; vjBikFi) 6= ; :We leave it to the reader to verify that this is a necessary and su�cient condition for anest of undirected graphs not to be modi�ed during the annotation algorithm, i.e. Fi = Gi fori = 1; : : : ; n. The following lemma says that we can limit our attention to regular nests.Lemma 5.4. Let F1; : : : ; Fn, n � 1 be a nest of undirected graphs and (Gi; Ki); i = 1; : : : ; nthe sequence of graphs generated by the corresponding annotation algorithm. Then G1; : : : ; Gnis a regular nest of undirected graphs, moreover the annotation algorithm applied to G1; : : : ; Gnresults in the same sequence of iterations and8i = 1; : : : ; n gr (I(G1) [ : : :[ I(Gi)) = gr (I(F1) [ : : :[ I(Fi)):Proof:Observation 5.2 (ii) implies that Gi�1 is a subgraph of Gi for i = 2; : : : ; n. To show thatG1; : : : ; ; Gn is a regular nest, suppose for a contradiction that there exists i 2 f2; : : : ; ng andfu; vg 2 Vi�1 such that (u; v) is an edge in Gi but not in Gi�1 and �(u; vjBikGi) = ;. Thenby Observation 5.5 �(u; vjBikFi) = �(u; vjBikGi) = ;. Thus, in Step A1 of the annotationprocedure (Gi; Ki) = Annot((Gi�1; Ki�1) : Fi) the edge (u; v) in Fi is removed which contradictsthe fact that it is an edge in Gi.



36 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsNow put G01 = G1; K 01 = ; and de�ne by induction (G0i; K 0i) = Annot((G0i�1; K 0i�1) : Gi)for i = 2; : : : ; n. It su�ces to show by induction that (G0i; K 0i) = (Gi; Ki) for i = 1; : : : ; n. Byde�nition, this is true for i = 1. Let us consider 1 < i � n. Then in Step A1 of the annotationprocedure (G0i; K 0i) = Annot((G0i�1; K 0i�1) : Gi) owing to the induction assumption G0i�1 = Gi�1and, by the regularity condition for G1; : : : ; Gn, no edge is removed and therefore G0i = Gi. Then,in Step A2 of the annotation procedure (G0i; K 0i) = Annot((G0i�1; K 0i�1) : Gi), the respectiveassumptions u; v 2 Vi�1; u 6= v; (u; v) is not an edge in G0i�1 and �(u; vjBikGi) 6= ; are equivalentto the respective assumption in Step A2 of the procedure (Gi; Ki) = Annot((Gi�1; Ki�1) : Fi):Indeed, one has G0i�1 = Gi�1 and Observation 5.5 for (Gi; Ki) = Annot ((Gi�1; Ki�1) : Fi)implies that �(u; vjBikGi) = �(u; vjBikFi): Thus, the same elements are newly created. In StepA3 for every (fu; vg; L) 2 K 0i�1 = Ki�1 (the induction assumption), Observation 5.5 implies�(u; vjL [ BikGi) = �(u; vjL [ BikFi) and the element is expanded in the same way. Thus,K 0i = Ki and we have shown that the annotation algorithm for G1; : : : ; Gn and F1; : : : ; Fn givesthe same output.By Observation 5.2 (i) Gi is a subgraph of Fi for i = 1; : : : ; n. Thus I(Fi) � I(Gi) and hencegr (I(F1)[ : : :[I(Fi)) � gr (I(G1)[ : : :[I(Gi)) for i = 1; : : : ; n. To verify the converse inclusionit su�ces to show that I(Gj) � gr (I(F1)[ : : :[I(Fj)) for j = 1; : : : ; n: It is evident for j = 1. Incase j � 2 put M = gr (I(F1)[ : : :[I(Fj)). Since M is a graphoid by Claim 2.1 applied to Gj weneed to show that every triplet of the form t = (c; Vj n cd; d) such that c; d 2 Vj , c 6= d and (c; d)is not an edge in Gj , belongs toM . We can apply Lemma 5.3 with n = j and S = ;. Since (c; d)is not an edge in Gj , by Observation 5.2 (ii) it is not an edge in Gi for 1 � i � j. In particular,it is not an edge in F1 = G1. Now put m = max f1 � i � j; (c; d) is not an edge in Fig. Thus,(c; d) is not an edge in Fm and therefore (c; Vm n cd; d) 2 I(Fm): Moreover, (c; d) is an edge inFi for i = m + 1; : : : ; j: Since it is not an edge in Gi for m + 1 � i � j, by Step A1 of theannotation procedure (Gi; Ki) = Annot((Gi�1; Ki�1) : Fi) necessarily �(c; djBikFi) = ;. Thus,the conditions (a)(b) of Lemma 5.3 hold and t 2 gr (I(Fm) [ : : : [ I(Fj)) � M: The proof iscomplete. ut5.3. Example and Main ResultThe nest of four undirected graphs G1; : : : ; G4 shown in Figure 8 is regular since every edge(u; v) in Gi+1 with u; v 2 Vi is an edge in Gi, i = 1; 2; 3. It has been annotated according to theannotation algorithm. Here k00i is expanded k0i for i = 1; 2 and k0i is expanded to ki for i = 1; 2; 3.Notice the following:1. k4 and k2 are dominant in K4 and k4 � k3; k4 � k1 so R(k4) � R(k3) and R(k4) � R(k1).(see Lemma 4.1).2. k3 and k1 have the same domain and R(k3) � R(k1). The same is true for k03 and k01. Itillustrates property (R2�) mentioned in Remark 5.1.3. R(ki) � R(k0i) � R(k00i ) for i = 1; 2. It illustrates Observation 5.6.4. A scenario for (G4; K4) must start either with k4 or with k2 (dominant elements). If itstarts with k2, then it must continue with k4. If it starts with k4, then all the possible
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f f fG1 :a b c ff fff fG2 : u vwa b c@@@��� @@@@@@ ���K2 : k001 = (fa; bg; fu; vg)k002 = (fa; cg; fv; wg)fff fff fG3 : xu vwa b c���@@@��� @@@@@@ ���K3 : k01 = (fa; bg; fu; v; xg)k02 = (fa; cg; fv; wg)k03 = (fa; bg; fxg) f fff fff fG4 :y xu vwa b c���@@@ ���@@@��� @@@@@@ ���K4 : k1 = (fa; bg; fu; v; x; yg)k2 = (fa; cg; fv; wg)k3 = (fa; bg; fx; yg)k4 = (fx; ug; fyg)Figure 8. A nest of annotated graphs.
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hhh h hH : a b cux���@@@ L : (;; fxg)

Figure 9. The second iteration of the membership algorithm.hh h ha b cu@@@Figure 10. The last iteration of the membership algorithm.permutations of the remaining elements are allowed. All in all, there are therefore 8scenarios for (G4; K4).Assume that we want to check whether the triplet t = (c; bu; a) is represented in (G4; K4)according to the membership algorithm. Since R(k1)\fa; b; c; ug= fug the only deleted elementis k1. We may therefore have only the following 3 scenarios after the deletion step:!1 = (k4; k3; k2); !2 = (k4; k2; k3); !3 = (k2; k4; k3) :Notice that if k2 is processed before k3 (as in the last 2 scenarios) the element k3 (or its restrictedversion) is degraded at Step 4.1 for k2 (or its restricted version). So, if we choose !2 we get,after one iteration the graph G3 with annotation K = fk02; k03g, and after two iterations, thegraph (H;L) in Figure 9 (with a degraded element in L). Its processing results in the graph inFigure 10 with no element.If we choose !1 then the graph in Figure 10 is also derived after 3 iterations. As it is easyto see, t is represented in this graph, therefore t 2 I(G4; K4) and t 2 gr (I(G1) [ : : : [ I(G4)).Indeed (c; b; a) is represented in G1, (c; ba; u) is represented in G2, by Contraction (4) we derive(c; b; au) and by Weak Union (3) we get (c; bu; a).We are now ready to state the main result of our paper.



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 39Theorem 5.2. Suppose that F1; : : : ; Fn, n � 1 is a nest of undirected graphs. Let (Gi; Ki); i =1; : : : ; n be the sequence of iterations of the corresponding annotation algorithm for this nest.Then I(Gn; Kn) = gr (I(G1) [ : : :[ I(Gn)) = gr (I(F1) [ : : :[ I(Fn)) :The proof of the above theorem is quite long and it is given after Section 6.6. Discussion6.1. Annotated Graphs as a Mode of RepresentationTrivially, annotated graphs include UGs which correspond to the particular case where the nestof UGs consists of a single graph.DAGs can also be represented as annotated graphs. It follows from a theorem of Pearl andVerma [6] that every DAG represents the graphoid closure of a set of triplets (strati�ed protocol)of the form f(vi; p(vi); a(vi)); 2 � i � ng where v1; : : : ; vn is a sequence including all vertices ofthe DAG ordered in compliance with the directionality of the edges in the DAG, p(vi) is the setof `parent' vertices of vi and a(vi) is the set of remaining vertices preceding vi. Now it is easy toshow that the above set of triplets (strati�ed protocol) can be represented as a nest of graphs.Chain graphs (CGs) were introduced by Lauritzen and Wermuth [3] and developed by Fry-denberg [1]. They generalize both DAGs and UGs as a mode of representation of irrelevancerelations. Basically, they can be described as acyclic graphs whose edges may be directed orundirected. The structure of a CG is de�ned by the underlying undirected graph and by anordered partition of its vertices called a chain C = (V (1); V (2); � � � ; V (m)). An edge in the un-derlying graph which connects between a vertex in V (i) and a vertex in V (j) such that i < j isdirected from V (i) to V (j). The other edges in the underlying graph remain undirected. Repre-sentation in CGs is de�ned in a way which is similar to the de�nition of representation in DAGs.In [1] a `moralization criterion' for representing triplets in a CG is described. In [8] an equivalentc-separation criterion for CGs is described which generalizes the d-separation criterion for DAGs[5]. It follows from the above mentioned papers that irrelevance relations induced by CGs canbe represented as the graphoid closure of a nest of UGs. Therefore, irrelevance relations inducedby CGs can be represented by annotated graphs as well. The reader is referred to above papersfor a more detailed exposition (see Remark 6.1).We will show now by an example that annotated graphs properly include the above threemodes of representations. Consider the annotated graph in Figure 11. This regular annotatedgraph represents the set of tripletsf (a; b; c); (a; ;; c)+ symmetrical images + trivial triplets g :The above set (which is closed under the graphoid axioms) is not closed under Transitivity (7):(a; ;; c) 6) (a; ;; b)_(b; ;; c) and therefore cannot be represented by an UG. It is not closed underWeak transitivity (9): (a; ;; c)^ (a; b; c) 6) (a; ;; b)_ (b; ;; c) as well and therefore it cannot be



40 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsh h hG : a b c��� @@@ K : (fa; cg; fbg)Figure 11. Simple regular annotated graph.represented by a DAG. The above mentioned set of triplets cannot be represented by a CG forthe same reason.As the �nal example consider the probability distribution given by the table below.x 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1y 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1z 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1P (xyz) 0 14 14 0 14 0 0 14For every valuation x, y, z of attributes x; y; z we have that P (x) = P (y) = P (z) = 12 andP (xy) = P (xz) = P (yz) = 14 , but P (xyz) has both positive and zero values. It is thereforeeasy to verify that the relation induced by this probability distribution isI = f (x; ;; y); (x; ;; z); (y; ;; z) + symmetrical images + trivial triplets g :This relation cannot be represented by an UG since it does not satisfy Strong union axiom (6)(otherwise I(x; ;; y)) I(x; z; y)). The relation cannot be represented by a DAG either, since aDAG over V = fx; y; zg with an edge a! b does not represent the triplet (a; ;; b) and the DAGwith no edge is in fact an UG. We can show in a similar way that it cannot be represented by aCG. It can be represented, however, by the annotated graph given in Figure 12. Notice that thisannotated graph cannot be derived from a nest of graphs. Indeed, it is not a regular annotatedgraph since it does not satisfy (R1). Despite the fact that � is not a partial ordering on K inthis case, one can formally apply the membership algorithm with an arbitrary sequence ! of allelements of K and obtain the relation induced by the above given probability distribution. Thisexample points to the possibility of extending the results in this paper into a more general case.Remark 6.1. The fact that chain graph representation satis�es the graphoid axioms is shownin [8]. The fact that the irrelevance relation induced by a CG is the graphoid closure of a specialnest of UGs (namely the nest G1; : : : ; Gn where Gi is the moral graph of the induced graphGV (1)[:::[V (i) for i = 1; : : : ; n) can be derived from Consequence 3.1 of that paper.



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 41h hhG : y zx��� TTT K : (fx; yg; fzg)(fx; zg; fyg)(fy; zg; fxg)Figure 12. Non-regular annotated graph.h ha b hh ha bc h hha bd hh hha bc dFigure 13. A lattice of UGs.6.2. Open problems1. Is it possible to extend the annotation algorithm or procedure so as to represent moregeneral sets of graph (including e.g. lattices of graphs)?Consider, for example, the sequence of graphs given in Figure 13 which is not a nestaccording to our de�nition. The graphoid closure gr (I(G1)[: : :[I(G4)) can be representedby the regular annotated graph from Figure 14 which cannot be obtained by means of theannotation algorithm.2. Find a minimal set of conditions such that any given annotated graph satisfying them isthe result of the annotation algorithm when applied to a nest of UGs.3. Can two annotated graphs over the same set of vertices be combined in a meaningful wayunder operations induced by the graphoid axioms?hh hhG : ac db K : (fa; bg; fcg)(fa; bg; fdg)(fa; bg; fc; dg)Figure 14. Regular annotated graph without (R2*) property.



42 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs4. Characterize the class of graphoids representable by annotated graphs in terms of axiomsof the type described in Section 2.5. Characterize annotated graphs that represent irrelevance relations induced by probabilitydistributions.6. Given a probabilistic distribution �nd an annotated graph which is an I-map of the distri-bution in a optimal way.7. Proof of Theorem 5.2This section contains observations and lemmas leading to the proof of Theorem 5.2.Observation 7.1. Let (F; J) be a regular annotated graph over ~V and ~S � ~V such that either~S = R(l) for a dominant element l 2 J or ~S = ;. Let (F �; J�) be derived from (F; J) by theprocessing of ~S. Then for every u; v 2 ~V n ~S; u 6= v; (u; v) is an edge in F � if and only if thefollowing two conditions hold:[a] there exists a path in F between u and v through fu; vg [ ~S,[b] every q 2 J with D(q) = fu; vg and R(q) � ~S is degraded during Step 4.1 (for ~S):Proof:Suppose that (u; v) is an edge in F �. It is an edge before the reduction step 4.3 as well. Therefore,before the restriction step (and hence before the degradation step) the path mentioned in [a]exists. Suppose for contradiction that the condition [b] is not valid, i.e. there exists an elementq 2 J with D(q) = fu; vg and R(q) � ~S which is not degraded in Step 4.1 (for ~S). Then, inthe restriction step it is changed into a non-degraded element with empty range. Thus, in thereduction step (u; v) is cancelled as an edge which contradicts the assumption that (u; v) is anedge in F �.Conversely, suppose that both [a] and [b] hold. Then the path mentioned in [a] exists alsoafter the degradation step. Moreover, owing to [b], after the degradation step no element q withD(q) = fu; vg and R(q) � ~S exists. Thus, after the restriction step, (u; v) is an edge in thegraph and there is no element q with D(q) = fu; vg and R(q) = ;. Therefore, the edge is notremoved during the reduction step and (u; v) is an edge in F �. ut7.1. Commutativity LemmaThe proof of Theorem 5.2 is based on a special `commutativity lemma' saying that the stepsof the annotation algorithm and the membership algorithm commute. The assumptions of thislemma (Lemma 7.2) are quite complex and are described below.Assumptions and notation for the commutativity lemma.Let (H;L) be a regular annotated graph over V without degraded element and void elements.Let F be an undirected graph over V [B (assuming that V \B = ;) such that H is a subgraphof F . Denote (G;K) = Annot((H;L) : F ). Let S � V [ B be a set such that either S = R(k)



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 43for a dominant element k 2 K or S = ;. Denote by (G�; K�) the annotated graph derived from(G;K) by the processing of S followed by the removal of resulting degraded elements. Similarly,denote by (H�; L�) the annotated graph derived from (H;L) after the processing of S \ V andthe removal of the resulting degraded elements.Remark 7.1. Lemma 5.1 implies that (G;K) is a regular annotated graph without degradedand void elements. Consequences 4.1 and 4.2 imply that (G�; K�) is also a regular annotatedgraph without degraded and void elements. Observation 5.2 (iv) (iii) makes it possible to showthat S \ V = R(~k) for a dominant element ~k 2 L or S \ V = ;. Thus, by Consequences 4.1 and4.2, (H�; L�) is also a regular annotated graph without degraded and void elements.Observation 7.2. Under assumptions of the commutativity lemma suppose that u; v 2 V n S,u 6= v. Then every path � in G between u and v through fu; vg [ S which hits S \ V can beshortened to a (non-trivial) path in H between u and v through fu; vg [ (S \ V ).Proof:It su�ces to show for every section c = x1; : : : ; xi = d; i � 2 of � such that c; d 2 V andx2; : : : ; xi�1 =2 V that (c; d) is an edge in H . Suppose for a contradiction that it is not the case.Then �(c; djBkF ) 6= ;. Indeed, it is trivial in case i � 3 since G is a subgraph of F . In case i = 2,i.e. (c; d) is an edge in G, this follows from Step A1 of the annotation procedure, since otherwisethe edge (c; d) has to be removed from F during the step. The fact T � �(c; djBkF ) 6= ; impliesthat during Step A2 of the annotation procedure, an element q 2 K with D(q) = fc; dg andR(q) = T is newly created. However, the assumption that � hits S\V implies that fc; dg\S 6= ;so that q dominates k. But S = R(k) for a dominant element k 2 K which contradicts the factthat q dominates k. utObservation 7.3. Under assumptions of the commutativity lemma suppose that l 2 K iscreated by expanding ~l 2 L. Then l is degraded in the degradation step of processing of S ifand only if ~l is degraded in the degradation step of processing of S \ V .Proof:Suppose that ~l is degraded, that is there exists a non-trivial path in H between nodes of D(~l)through D(~l) [ (S \ V ) nR(~l). Owing to Observation 5.2 (ii) (iii) it is a non-trivial path in Gbetween nodes of D(l) = D(~l) through D(l) [ (S \ V ) n (R(l) \ V ) � D(l) [ S n R(l). Thus,l 2 K is degraded in the degradation step of processing of S.Conversely, suppose that l 2 K is degraded, that is there exists a non-trivial path � in Gbetween nodes of D(l) through D(l)[S nR(l). To show that � hits S \V suppose for a contra-diction that it is a path through D(l)[B. Then by Observation 5.1 (ii) and Consequence 5.1 itsinternal nodes belong to �(D(l)jBkG) � �(D(l)j(R(l)\V )[BkG) = R(l) which contradicts thefact that � is outside R(l). Thus, � has to hit S \ V and by Observation 7.2 can be shortenedto a non-trivial path in H between nodes of D(~l) = D(l) through D(~l)[ (S \V ). Of course, theshortened path is outside R(~l) � R(l) (see Observation 5.2 (iii)). Therefore, ~l is degraded in thedegradation step of processing of S \ V . ut



44 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsObservation 7.4. Under assumptions of the commutativity lemma suppose that l 2 K is newlycreated in the annotation procedure (G;K) = Annot((H;L) : F ). Then l is degraded in thedegradation step of processing of S if and only if there exists a path in H between nodes of D(l)through D(l) [ (S \ V ).Proof:We know by Observation 5.2 (v) that D(l) � V . It follows from Step A2 of the annotationprocedure that D(l) is not an edge in H . Therefore, if there exists a path in H between nodesof D(l) through D(l) [ (S \ V ), then it is a non-trivial path. By Observation 5.2 (ii) (iv) it isa non-trivial path in G between nodes of D(l) through D(l)[ (S \ V ) � D(l)[ S nR(l). Thus,l 2 K is degraded in the degradation step of processing of S.Conversely, suppose that l is degraded, that is there exists a non-trivial path � in G betweennodes of D(l) through D(l) [ S nR(l). Then � has to hit S \ V as otherwise by Consequence5.1 its internal nodes belong to �(D(l)jBkG) = R(l) which contradicts the assumption. ByObservation 7.2 � can be shortened to the desired path in H . utLemma 7.1. Under assumptions of the commutativity lemma H� is a subgraph of G�.Proof:Suppose that u; v 2 V n S and (u; v) is an edge in H�. According to Observation 7.1 where(F; J) = (H;L); ~V = V and ~S = S \ V the following two conditions hold.(a) there exists a path in H between u and v through fu; vg [ (S \ V ),(b) every ~l 2 L with D(~l) = fu; vg and R(~l) � S \ V is degraded during Step 4.1 for S \ V .Owing to Observation 5.2 (ii) the condition (a) implies:(a0) there exists a path in G between u and v through fu; vg [ S.Moreover, the following condition holds:(b0) every l 2 K with D(l) = fu; vg, R(l) � S is degraded during the degradation step for S.Indeed, in case R(l) \ V = ;, l is newly created in the procedure (G;K) = Annot((H;L) : F )by Observation 5.2 (iv), and the condition (a) implies according to Observation 7.4 that l isdegraded. In case R(l) \ V 6= ;, l is created by the expansion of ~l 2 L with D(~l) = fu; vg andR(~l) � S \ V (see Observation 5.2 (iii)). Then the condition (b) implies by Observation 7.3that l is degraded and (b0) is veri�ed. It remains to use Observation 7.1 where (F; J) = (G;K),~V = V [ B and ~S = S to show that the conditions (a0), (b0) imply that fu; vg is an edge inG�. utObservation 7.5. Under the assumptions of the commutativity lemma 8l 2 L, 8u 2 R(l) n S,8v 2 D(l), there exists a path simultaneously in G and G� from u to v through fvg [ R(l) n S.



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 45Proof:It follows from the annotation procedure (G;K) = Annot((H;L) : F ) that there exists k 2 Kcreated by the expanding of l 2 L and by Observation 5.2 (iii) R(l) = R(k) \ V . Let us applyObservation 5.4 to k 2 K; u 2 R(l)nS = (R(k)\V )nS and v 2 D(l) = D(k) to �nd a path � inG between u and v through fug[ (R(k)\V ) composed of K-durable edges and outside R(Ku).If S \ V = ;, then � is evidently outside S. In case S \ V 6= ; consider p 2 K with R(p) = S.Since u =2 R(p), � is outside R(p) = S. Thus, the path � will remain in the graph after thedegradation and restriction steps of processing of S. Moreover, since it is made of K-durableedges it cannot be disconnected in the reduction step of processing of S. Therefore, � is also apath in G�. utObservation 7.6. Under assumptions of the commutativity lemma suppose that l is a non-degraded element over V such that either l 2 L or D(l) \ S = ; = R(l). Then one has�(D(l)jR(l)[BkG) n S = �(D(l)j(R(l)n S) [ (B n S)kG�).Proof:First, it follows from the assumptions and Observation 5.3 that S satis�es the following transi-tivity principle: if x 2 S; y 2 B and (x; y) is an edge in G, then y 2 S.Let us suppose that u 2 �(D(l)jR(l)[BkG)nS:Then by Observation 5.1 (i) u 2 (R(l)[B)nS.Let us consider a �xed v 2 D(l). Then, by de�nition, there exists a path � in G from u to vthrough fvg[R(l)[B. In case u 2 R(l) nS the existence of the desired path in G� from u to vthrough fvg[R(l)nS � fvg[(R(l)nS)[(B nS) follows from Observation 7.5. In case u 2 B nSdenote by xv the �rst node of � outside B. Then the section of � between u and xv is outsideS owing to the above mentioned transitivity principle for S. Since all its edges intersect B, byObservation 5.2 (v) all its edges areK-durable. Hence, the section of � between u and xv remainsunchanged during processing of S. So, it is a path in G�. Thus, in case xv = v for both v 2 D(l)the statement u 2 �(D(l)jB n SkG�) � �(D(l)j(R(l)n S)[ (B n S)kG�) is veri�ed. If xv 6= v forsome v 2 D(l), then xv 2 R(l)nS and we already know that xv 2 �(D(l)j(R(l)nS)[(BnS)kG�).Then by repeated application of Observation 5.1 (iv) derive that every node of the section of �between xv and u belongs to �(D(l)j(R(l) n S) [ (B n S)kG�).Conversely, suppose that u 2 �(D(l)j(R(l)n S) [ (B n S)kG�). Then by Observation 5.1 (i),u 2 (R(l) [B) n S. Let us consider a �xed v 2 D(l). By de�nition, there exists a path � in G�from u to v through fvg [ (R(l) n S)[ (B n S). In case u 2 R(l) nS the existence of the desiredpath in G from u to v through fvg [R(l) n S � fvg [R(l)[B follows from Observation 7.5. Ifu 2 B n S denote by wv the �rst node of � outside B. Evidently, every edge of the section of �between u and wv is an edge of the graph before the reduction step of processing of S. To showthat every edge fz; wg of the section is an edge in the graph also before the restriction step ofprocessing of S, suppose for a contradiction that there exists a non-trivial path in G betweenz and w through fz; wg [ S. Then, the fact fz; wg \ B 6= ; implies by the above mentionedtransitivity principle fz; wg \ S 6= ; which contradicts the fact that � is outside S. Thus, thesection of � between u and wv exists in the graph before processing of S, that is, it is a path in G.If wv = v for both v 2 D(l), then it says u 2 �(D(l)jBnSkG)� �(D(l)jR(l)[BkG)nS. If wv 6= v



46 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsfor some v 2 D(l), then wv 2 �(D(l)jR(l)[ BkG) and repeated application of Observation 5.1(iv) implies that u 2 �(D(l)jR(l)[ BkG). utThe desired commutativity lemma follows.Lemma 7.2. Under assumption of the commutativity lemma (G�; K�) = Annot((H�; L�) : G�).Proof:By Consequences 4.1 and 4.2 (H�; L�) is a regular annotated graph over V nS without degradedand void elements. By Lemma 7.1 G� is an undirected graph over (V n S) [ (B n S) such thatH� is a subgraph of G�. Thus, the assumptions of the annotation procedure are ful�lled and wecan introduce (G�; K�) = Annot((H�; L�) : G�).To show that G� = G� it su�ces to verify that in Step A1 of the annotation procedure(G�; K�) = Annot((H�; L�) : G�) no edge is removed. That is, whenever u; v 2 V n S such that(u; v) is an edge in G� but not in H�, then we must show that �(u; vjB n SkG�) 6= ;. Since itis not an edge in H� by Observation 7.1 where (F; J) = (H;L); ~V = V and ~S = S \ V derivethat one of the following two conditions holds.(c) There is no path in H between u and v through fu; vg [ (S \ V ).(d) There exists l 2 L with D(l) = fu; vg and R(l) � S \ V which is not degraded duringprocessing of S \ V .Let us show that both conditions imply that(d0) there exists k 2 K with D(k) = fu; vg and R(k) \ V � S which is not degraded duringprocessing of S.The implication (d)) (d0) follows easily from Observation 7.3 with help of Observation 5.2 (iii).To show that (d0) holds also in case of (c) we �rst verify that �(u; vjBkF ) 6= ;. By Observation7.1 where (F; J) = (G;K); ~V = V [B; ~S = S the fact that (u; v) is an edge in G� implies thatthere exists a path � in G between u and v through fu; vg [ S. The path � does not hit S \ Vas otherwise by Observation 7.2, it can be shortened to a path in H through fu; vg [ (S \ V )which contradicts (c). Thus, � is a path in G through fu; vg [ B. If it is non-trivial, byObservation 5.2 (i) derive ; 6= �(u; vjBkG) � �(u; vjBkF ). Otherwise (u; v) is an edge in Gbut not in H (by (c)) and by Step A1 of the annotation procedure (G;K) = Annot((H;L) : F )necessarily ; 6= �(u; vjBkF ). In either case, in Step A2 of the procedure an element k 2 K withD(k) = fu; vg and R(k) = �(u; vjBkF ) is newly created. By Observation 5.2 (iv) R(k) \ V = ;and by Observation 7.4 k is not degraded during processing of S. Thus, the condition (d0)was veri�ed. The element k 2 K from (d0) is therefore changed in the restriction step of theprocessing of S into an element ~k with D(~k) = fu; vg and R(~k) = R(k) n S. Since (u; v)is an edge in G� necessarily R(k) n S 6= ;, as otherwise (u; v) is removed from the graph inthe reduction step of processing of S. Thus by Consequence 5.1 and Observation 7.6 write; 6= R(k) n S = �(u; vj(R(k) \ V ) [ BkG) n S = �(u; vj((R(k) \ V ) n S) [ (B n S)kG�). Thiscompletes the proof that G� = G�.



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 47Suppose that q 2 K�. We must show that q 2 K�. By Consequence 5.1 applied to (G�; K�) =Annot((H�; L�) : G�) derive that R(q) = �(D(q)j(R(q)\V )[ (B nS)kG�) (we know R(q)\V =R(q) \ (V n S)). We distinguish the following two cases.(e) There exists l 2 L with D(l) = D(q) and R(l) nS = R(q)\V which is not degraded duringprocessing of S \ V .(f) Every l 2 L with D(l) = D(q) and R(l) n S = R(q) \ V is degraded during processing ofS \ V .In the case (e) holds by Step A3 of the annotation procedure (G;K) = Annot((H;L) : F )there exists k 2 K with D(k) = D(l) and R(k) = �(D(l)jR(l)[ BkF ). By Observation 7.3 kis not degraded during processing of S. Thus, after the restriction step of processing of S anelement k� with D(k�) = D(k) and R(k�) = R(k) n S is obtained. One can write according toObservations 5.5 and 7.6: R(k�) = R(k)nS = �(D(l)jR(l)[BkF )nS = �(D(l)jR(l)[BkG)nS =�(D(l)j(R(l) n S) [ (B n S)kG�) = �(D(l)j(R(q) \ V ) [ (B n S)kG�) = R(q) 6= ;. Thus, k� issaved during the reduction step of processing of S and during subsequent removal of degradedelements. Therefore k� = q belongs to K�.In case the condition (f) holds, observe that R(q)\V = ;. Indeed, otherwise by Observation5.2 (iv) (iii) for (G�; K�) = Annot((H�; L�) : G�) there exists l� 2 L� with D(l�) = D(q) andR(l�) = R(q)\V and this implies that there exists l 2 L with D(l) = D(l�) and R(l�) = R(l)nSwhich is not degraded during processing of S \ V . However, this contradicts the condition(f). The fact R(q) \ V = ; then implies by Observation 7.6 and Observation 5.5 R(q) =�(D(q)jB n SkG�) = �(D(q)jBkG) n S = �(D(q)jBkF ) n S. Moreover, by Observation 5.2 (iv)applied to (G�; K�) = Annot((H�; L�) : G�) the element q was newly created. In particular,by Step A2 of the annotation procedure, the vertices in D(q) are not an edge in H�. Hence,Observation 7.1 where (F; J) = (H;L); ~V = V; ~S = S \ V can be used to show that there is nopath in H between nodes of D(q) through D(q)[ (S\V ). Indeed, otherwise by Observation 7.1there exists l 2 L with D(l) = D(q) and R(l) � S \ V which is not degraded during processingof S \ V . Since R(l) n S = ; = R(q) \ V in this case, it contradicts the condition (f). Thus thevertices in D(q) do not form an edge in H and ; 6= R(q) � �(D(q)jBkF ) implies that in Step A2of the annotation procedure (G;K) = Annot((H;L) : F ) an element k 2 K with D(k) = D(q)and R(k) = �(D(q)jBkF ) is newly created. By Observation 7.4, it is not degraded duringprocessing of S. During the restriction step it is changed into an element k� with D(k�) = D(k)and R(k�) = R(k) n S = �(D(q)jBkF ) n S = R(q) 6= ;. Thus, k� is saved during the reductionstep and removal of degraded elements. Therefore k� = q belongs to K�.Suppose that k� 2 K�. We must show that k� 2 K�. By de�nition of (G�; K�) there existsk 2 K with D(k) = D(k�) and R(k�) = R(k) n S such that k is not degraded during processingof S. Write by Consequence 5.1 and Observation 7.6 R(k)nS = �(D(k)j(R(k)\V )[BkG)nS =�(D(k)j((R(k)\V )nS)[(B nS)kG�) = �(D(k�)j(R(k�)\V )[(B nS)kG�). Now, we distinguishtwo cases.In case R(k�) \ V 6= ; by Observation 5.2 (iv) there exists l 2 L with D(l) = D(k) andR(l) = R(k) \ V . According to Observation 7.3, l is not degraded during processing of S \ V .



48 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsThus, after the restriction step of processing of S\V there exists an element l� withD(l�) = D(l)and R(l�) = R(l) n (S \ V ) = (R(k)\ V ) n S = R(k�) \ V 6= ;. Therefore l� is saved during thereduction step and subsequent removal of degraded elements. Since l� 2 L�, in step A3 of theannotation procedure (G�; K�) = Annot((H�; L�) : G�) an element q 2 K� with D(q) = D(l�)and R(q) = �(D(l�)jR(l�) [ (B n S)kG�) is created. Substitute R(l�) = R(k�) \ V and use theformula above: R(q) = �(D(k�)j(R(k�)\V )[ (B nS)kG�) = R(k�). Thus, q = k� and thereforek� 2 K�.In case R(k�) \ V = ; we show that the vertices in D(k) do not form an edge in H�.If R(k) \ V 6= ;, then by Observation 5.2 (iv), there exists l 2 L with D(l) = D(k) andR(l) = R(k)\V . By Observation 7.3, l is not degraded during processing of S \V . Hence, afterthe restriction step an element l� with D(l�) = D(l) and R(l�) = R(l)n(S\V ) = (R(k)\V )nS =R(k�)\V = ;. Thus, in the reduction step of processing of S\V the edge between the vertices inD(l�) = D(l) is cancelled. Therefore the vertices do not form an edge inH�. IfR(k)\V = ;, thenwe verify that the vertices D(k) do not form an edge in H� by contradiction. Indeed, otherwiseby Observation 7.1 where (F; J) = (H;L); ~V = V; ~S = S \ V derive that there exists a path inH between nodes of D(k) through D(k)\ (S \ V ). In this subcase by Observation 5.2 (iv), k isnewly created and one can apply Observation 7.4 for (G;K) = Annot((H;L) : F ) to derive thatk is degraded during processing of S. This contradicts the assumption about k. In either case,the vertices D(k�) = D(k) do not form an edge in H� and ; 6= R(k�) = �(D(k�)jB n SkG�).Thus, in Step A2 of the annotation procedure (G�; K�) = Annot((H�; L�) : G�) an elementq 2 K� with D(q) = D(k�) and R(q) = �(D(k�)jB n SkG�) is newly created. Hence q = k� andk� 2 K�. ut7.2. Summary of Results about Annotation AlgorithmThroughout this subsection suppose thatG1; : : : ; Gn, n � 1 is a regular nest of undirected graphsand (Gi; Ki); i = 1; : : : ; n the sequence of iterations of the corresponding annotation algorithm.Let us denote by Vi the set of nodes of Gi and put Bi = Vi n Vi�1 for i = 1; : : : ; n (by de�nitionV0 = ;). The assumption of the regularity implies that the nest of the graphs is not changedduring the annotation algorithm.Consequence 7.1. Under the above assumptions above gr (I(G1) \ : : :[ I(Gn)) � I(Gn; Kn).Proof:By Theorem 5.1, (Gi; Ki) is a regular annotated graph without degraded and void elements fori = 1; : : : ; n. Moreover, by Lemma 5.2 I(Gi�1; Ki�1) � I(Gi; Ki) for i = 2; : : : ; n. However,it follows from the description of the membership algorithm and Observation 4.2 that 8i =1; : : : ; n I(Gi) � I(Gi; Ki). Altogether, I(G1) [ : : :[ I(Gn) � I(Gn; Kn). Since I(Gn; Kn) is agraphoid by Theorem 4.2, the desired conclusion follows easily. utThe converse inclusion will be proved by induction on the number of elements of Kn. Westart with a simple observation.



Paz et. al. /Annotated graphs 49Observation 7.7. Suppose that, under the assumption of this subsection, Kn = ;. ThenI(Gn; Kn) � gr (I(G1) [ : : :[ I(Gn)) :Proof:It follows from Step 3 of the membership algorithm that in case Kn = ; one has I(Gn; Kn) =I(Gn). Thus I(Gn) � I(G1) [ : : :[ I(Gn) � gr (I(G1) [ : : :[ I(Gn)). utThe basis of the induction step is the following lemma.Lemma 7.3. Under the assumption of this subsection suppose that p = (fa; bg; S) is a dominantelement of Kn. Let us denote by (G�i ; K�i ) the annotated graph obtained from (Gi; Ki) by process-ing of S \ Vi and subsequent removal of degraded elements for i = 1; : : : ; n. Then (G�n; K�n) is aresult of the annotation algorithm applied to G�1; : : : ; G�n (in particular, it is a regular nest of undi-rected graphs), K�n has less elements than Kn, and 8j = 1; : : : ; n I(G�j) � gr (I(G1)[: : :[I(Gj)).Proof:One can show by repeated application of Observation 5.2 (iv) (iii) that 8i = 1; : : : ; n eitherS \ Vi = R(ki) for a dominant elements ki 2 Ki or S \ Vi = ;. Thus, by Theorem 5.1, theassumptions of the commutativity lemma are ful�lled for every i = 2; : : : ; n with (H;L) =(Gi�1; Ki�1); F = Gi; V = Vi�1; B = Bi and S \ Vi instead of S. Repeated application ofLemma 7.2 makes it possible to show by induction on j = 2; : : : ; n that (G�j ; K�j ) is a result ofthe annotation algorithm applied to G�1; : : : ; ; G�j .Since (G�n; K�n) is obtained from (Gn; Kn) by processing of S = R(p) the element p is surelyremoved in the reduction step of the processing. Hence, K�n has less number of elements thanKn (the number of elements cannot be increased by the considered change).The last part is trivial for j = 1. Indeed, owing to Observation 5.6, S \ V1 = ; and sinceprocessing of the empty set makes no change G�1 = G1. For 1 < j � n denote by Mj the set oftriplets over Vj n S which belong to gr(I(G1) [ : : : [ I(Gj)). Evidently, it is a graphoid overVj n S and by Claim 2.1 applied to G�j it su�ces to show that for every c; d 2 Vj n S, c 6= d suchthat (c; d) is not an edge in G�j the triplet t = (c; Vj nScd; d) belongs to Mj . We distinguish twocases. If there is no path in Gj between c and d through fc; dg [ (S \ Vj), then t 2 I(Gj) andtherefore t 2Mj .If there exists a path in Gj between c and d through fc; dg [ (S \ Vj), then it is unchangedduring the degradation step of processing of S \ Vj and in the restriction step is shortened tothe edge (c; d). Since (c; d) is not an edge in G�j , obtained after the reduction step, an voidelement having fc; dg as domain was in the annotated graph before reduction. This impliesthat there exists an element q 2 Kj such that D(q) = fc; dg and R(q) � S \ Vj which is notdegraded during processing of S \Vj . Observe that R(q) 6= ; by Theorem 5.1 and R(q)\V1 = ;by Observation 5.6. Set m = max fi = 1; : : : ; j; R(q) \ Vi = ;g. We are going to applyLemma 5.3 to the nest G1; : : : ; Gj (n = j) and S \ Vj in place of S. It follows from thedescription of the annotation algorithm that there exists 1 � m � j � 1 such that in theannotation procedure (Gm+1; Km+1) = Annot((Gm; Km) : Gm+1), an element ~q 2 Km+1 with



50 Paz et. al. /Annotated graphsD(~q) = D(q) and R(~q) = R(q)\Vm+1 is newly created. This implies (Step A2 of the annotationprocedure) that (c; d) is not an edge in Gm. Suppose for a contradiction that there exists apath � in Gm between c and d through fc; dg [ (S \ Vm). Then it is a non-trivial path andsince Gm is a subgraph of Gj and R(q) \ Vm = ; it is a path in Gj between c and d throughfc; dg [ (S \ Vj) n R(q) which contradicts the fact that q is not degraded during processing ofS\Vj . Hence (c; VmnScd; d) 2 I(Gm). Moreover, it follows from the description of the annotationprocedure together with Observation 5.1 (ii) that 8i = m+ 1; : : : ; j �(c; djBikGi) � R(q) \ Vi.Since R(q) � S \Vj the condition (b) from Lemma 5.3 is also ful�lled. Thus, the lemma impliest = (c; Vj nScd; d) 2 gr (I(Gm)[ : : :[I(Gj)). Hence, t 2Mj and the conclusion was veri�ed. utLemma 7.4. Under the assumptions of this subsectionI(Gn; Kn) � gr (I(G1) [ : : :[ I(Gn)) :Proof:By Observation 7.7 the statement is valid if Kn = ;. Suppose now that Kn has j elements,where j � 1, and we have already proved the statement of the lemma for every regular nest ofundirected graphs G�1; : : : ; G�n producing an annotated graph (G�n; K�n) where K�n has at mostj � 1 elements.Take a triplet t = (X;Z; Y ) 2 I(Gn; Kn); putM = gr (I(G1)[ : : :[I(Gn)). If XYZ\R(k) 6=; for every k 2 Kn, then in the deletion step of the membership algorithm every element ofKn is deleted, and t is represented in Gn. Thus, t 2 I(Gn) � M . If there exists k 2 Knwith XY Z \ R(k) = ;, then one can �nd (see Lemma 4.1) a dominant element p 2 Kn withXY Z \ R(p) = ;. One can construct a scenario ! for (Gn; Kn) suitable for testing (X;Z; Y )which starts with p. It follows from the description of the membership algorithm that t isrepresented in the graph (G�n; K�n) obtained from (Gn; Kn) by processing of S = R(p).Since (G�n; K�n) is a result of the annotation algorithm applied to G�1; : : : ; G�n by Lemma 7.3,by the induction hypothesis t 2 I(G�n; K�n) � gr (I(G�1)[ : : :[ I(G�n)). However, Lemma 7.3 alsosays I(G�j) � M for every j = 1; : : : ; n. Therefore I(G�1) [ : : : [ I(G�n) � M and since M is agraphoid gr (I(G�1) [ : : :[ I(G�n)) �M . Hence, t 2M and the induction step was made. utThus, Consequence 7.1 and Lemma 7.4 together imply that whenever G1; : : : ; Gn is a regularnest of undirected graphs and (Gi; Ki); i = 1; : : : ; n are iterations of the corresponding annota-tion algorithm, then I(Gn; Kn) = gr (I(G1) [ : : : [ I(Gn)). So, Theorem 5.2 follows from thisfact and from Lemma 5.4.AcknowledgementThe authors are indebted to Judea Pearl for many stimulating discussions. Our thanks aredevoted to the Isaac Newton Institute, University Cambridge as well. A revised version of thispaper was prepared also when the third author was a visitor there.
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